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To my family

Abstract
The reverberation chamber (RC) has drawn considerable attention as a multipath emulator
over the past decade for both passive and active over-the-air (OTA) tests. This thesis is about
RCs for OTA applications. The overview of this thesis is given in Chapter 1.
Although the main purpose of this thesis is characterizations of MIMO (multiple-input
multiple-output) terminals based on RC measurements, it is of importance to know under
which channel condition the device under test (DUT) has been measured. Parameters that are
used to characterize the channel in a multipath environment are coherence bandwidth, delay
spread, coherence time, Doppler spread, coherence distance and angular spread. In a normal
RC, the angular of arrival (AoA) distribution is almost uniform. The corresponding coherence
distances for different antennas can be derived readily based on the a priori knowledge of the
uniform angular distribution. Therefore, the main tasks of RC channel characterizations are to
determine the channel’s coherence bandwidth, RMS delay spread, coherence time and
Doppler spread. These studies are presented in Chapter 2.
For multi-port antennas used in MIMO systems, relevant characterization parameters are
correlation, embedded radiation efficiency, diversity gain, and MIMO capacity, all of which
can be measured in a RC. In order to compare a RC measurement with that of an anechoic
chamber (AC), two methods for evaluations of AC measurement-based maximum ratio
combining (MRC) diversity gain and MIMO capacity are presented correspondingly. After
examining these two methods, they are applied, respectively, to a wideband multi-port
antenna that is measured in both AC and RC. Comparisons show good agreements.
Furthermore, a throughput measurement of a LTE (long term evolution) dongle is tested in the
RC. A corresponding throughput model is presented. Simple as it is, this model can well
predict the measurement result. All of these are studied in Chapter 3.
For both passive and active OTA tests, the measurement accuracy is of great importance.
Previous RC measurement uncertainty work believed that the RC accuracy depends only on
the independent sample number. This thesis, however, shows that the RC accuracy depends
not only on the independent sample number, but also on the Rician K-factor, i.e. the power
ratio of unstirred electromagnetic (EM) fields to the stirred ones, and that the K-factor
represents a residual error in RC measurements. It is also proven using two RCs that accuracy
can be improved either by reducing the K-factor or by introducing stirring methods that
reduce it, such as platform and polarization stirring. These studies are presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.
Keywords: Reverberation chamber (RC), channel characterization, maximum ratio
combining (MRC) diversity gain, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) capacity,
measurement uncertainty.
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Preface
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characterizations, measurements of MIMO terminals, and measurement uncertainty
characterizations, all in reverberation chambers. This work has been supported by the
Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA) within the VINN
Excellence Centre Chase at Chalmers. My main supervisor is Prof. Per-Simon Kildal, who is
also the examiner; my additional supervisors are Prof. Jan Carlsson and Assoc. Prof. Jian
Yang. The work was carried out between January 2008 and May 2012 at the antenna group of
Chalmers University of Technology.
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1.

Overview

Multi-antenna systems have received considerable attention over the past decade due to their
performance-enhancement capability in multipath environments [1]-[6]. Lots of studies have
been carried out for measuring diversity gains and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
capacities of multi-antenna systems in real-life (outdoor and indoor) multipath environments
[7]-[11]. As opposed to real-life measurements, reverberation chambers (RCs) are being
considered for the standardization of over-the-air (OTA) measurements of MIMO terminals
due to their fast, repeatable, and cost-effective measurements [12]-[14]. A RC is basically a
metal cavity whose electromagnetic modes are stirred (by mechanical mode-stirrers) to
emulate multipath fading environments [12]. RCs were traditionally used for electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) tests, but during the past decade they have found new applications in the
characterizations of small antennas and wireless devices in multipath environments. The
diversity gains and MIMO capacities of multi-antenna systems have been measured in RCs
[13]-[24]. RCs have also been used to measure active MIMO terminals [21]-[24]. The
Antenna group at Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers for short) together with a
spinoff company, Bluetest AB, has dedicated significant effort in developing reverberation
chambers for OTA tests of wireless devices. Former PhD students in the group, Kent
Rosengren, Ulf Carlberg, Kristian Karlsson and Daniel Nyberg had all worked on topics
related to RCs. This thesis is a further study of RCs based on previous knowledge, especially
on Rosengren’s works [14]. This thesis consists of three main parts: channel characterizations,
MIMO terminal measurements, and measurement uncertainty characterizations.

1.1

Channel Characterizations

For active OTA measurements, it is of importance to know under which channel condition the
device under test (DUT) is measured. Parameters that are used to characterize channels in
multipath environments are coherence bandwidth, delay spread, coherence time, Doppler
spread, coherence distance and angular spread [6]. The coherence distance can be determined
easily based on the a priori knowledge of the angular distribution of incident waves and
embedded radiation patterns of the antennas [25]. Normally, in an unloaded RC, the angular
distribution is three-dimensionally uniform (or isotropic) [14]. Therefore, determination of
coherence distance in the RC only requires straightforward calculation once the antenna
radiation patterns are known. The coherence bandwidth and the root-mean-square (RMS)
delay spread in RCs have been studied in [25]-[29]. The Doppler spread (which is inversely
proportional to coherence time) in RCs were studied in [30], [31]. It is well known that the
channel in an unloaded and well-stirred RC is Rayleigh distributed [12]. By loading the RC, it
is possible to have Rician fading [32]-[34]. The deviation from Rayleigh to Rician is
measured by the (Rician) K-factor. However, it is shown in [35] that the K-factor represents a
residual error for a stochastic RC measurement. Therefore, large K-factors (heavy loading)
should be avoided in order to have an acceptable measurement uncertainty.

1.2

Measurements of MIMO Terminals

For a passive single-port antenna measurement in a RC, the radiation efficiency and the freespace mismatch factor are of interest. For a MIMO antenna measurement in a RC, correlation,
1

embedded radiation efficiency, diversity gain, and MIMO capacity are of interest. This thesis
focuses on the maximum-ratio-combining (MRC) diversity gain and the ergodic MIMO
capacity for the characterization of MIMO antennas. In addition to RC measurements, via
which they can be readily calculated, it is also possible to evaluate the MRC diversity and the
MIMO capacity based on the measured embedded radiation efficiency and far-field function
at each antenna port in an anechoic chamber (AC) [18]. In this thesis, comparisons of
diversity gains and MIMO capacities between RC and AC measurements are made. Good
agreements are observed. In addition, single-input multiple-output (SIMO) and multiple-input
single-output (MISO) throughput measurements are conducted and studied using RC
measurements. A simple throughput model is presented, which agrees well with the
measurement results [21].

1.3

Measurement Uncertainty Characterizations

For passive diversity and capacity measurements and active OTA measurements, we need to
have an accurate estimation of the power level (or path loss) in the RC. Therefore, it is
important to characterize the accuracy of the power level measured in the RC. The power
level is basically an average (over all channel samples) power transfer function. It is well
known from elementary statistics that a large number of independent samples are necessary
for good measurement accuracies. However, the maximum number of independent
electromagnetic (EM) modes in a RC is physically limited by the volume of the RC and the
effectiveness of the mode-stirrers inside the RC [36]. As mentioned earlier, it is found that the
K-factor in RC represents a residual error for the measurement accuracy. As pointed out in
[35], loading the RC results in an increased K-factor, and therefore an increased measurement
uncertainty. Based on this observation, the RC was redesigned (at Bluetest AB) to reduce the
average K-factor. The resulting measurement accuracy is improved.
These three parts are studied in details in the following three chapters, respectively.
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2.

Channel Characterizations

As mentioned in Section 1.1, channel characterizations in RCs involve determining the
coherence bandwidth and the Doppler spread, while the delay spread and the coherence time
are just their inverses, respectively. Note that determination of the (Rician) K-factor also falls
into the scope of channel characterizations. However, due to its strong relation with the RC
measurement uncertainty (cf. Section 1.3), K-factor evaluations are deferred till Chapter 4.
Before jumping into the different channel parameters, it is instructive to discuss the
appropriate channel model for a RC. Since the RC emulates a reference (Rayleigh or Rician)
fading environment and the goal is to find a suitable channel model for the RC, the literature
survey here is rather limited. Interested readers are suggested to refer to [37], [38] (and
references therein) for more information on channel models. Furthermore, for heuristic
purposes, only the single-input single-output (SISO) channel is considered in this chapter. The
extension from SISO to MIMO channel characterizations (in terms of the coherence
bandwidth and the Doppler spread) is straightforward. The spatial correlation in a RC has
been studied extensively in [25], [39]-[41]. In this thesis, the spatial correlation of the MIMO
channel is studied in the form of correlations of practical multi-port antennas (that is deferred
till Chapter 3).
The underlying physical phenomenon of wireless communications is wave propagation.
Maxwell’s equations provide a general and elegant model for the propagating waves in any
given space. Nevertheless, to compute the solution of Maxwell’s equations for a real-life
environment requires enormous amount of information on the boundary conditions, which
makes it rather difficult (if not impractical). An intuitive approach to simplify the EM
problem is the discrete-tap fading model [42],
L 1

h( )    l (   l )

(2.1)

l 0

where h is the channel impulse response, L is the number of equivalent channel taps,  l and
 l (l = 1,…,L-1) are the complex channel tap coefficients and tap delays, respectively.
Although (2.1) is not mathematically rigorous due to the fact of finite (frequency) bandwidth
in reality, it is accurate enough for modeling the channel inside a RC. Using the SalehValenzuela model [43], which is a slight modification of (2.1), it is possible to model more
complicated channels such as those emulated using the combination of a RC and an AC [29].
The channel in a RC can be approximated as a wide sense stationary (WSS) uncorrelated
scattering (US) random process. Based on Bello’s seminal work [44] (the extension of Bello’s
work to angular spread and coherence distance can be found in [45]), together with the
WSSUS assumption, interesting relations between the coherence bandwidth Bc (coherence
time Tc) and the delay spread στ (Doppler spread σd) can be readily derived:
Bc  1



, d  1

Tc

.

The definitions of these parameters are given in the following sections.

3

(2.2)

2.1

Coherence Bandwidth and Delay Spread

The coherence bandwidth Bc is defined, in this thesis, as the frequency range over which the
magnitude of the normalized autocorrelation function (ACF) of the (complex) signal is larger
than 0.5. See Fig. 2.1 for the illustration. In the literature there are other definitions for the
coherence bandwidth [6], [46]-[51]. For example, a threshold of 0.7 is used [6] instead of 0.5;
the ACF of the envelope of the signal is used [46] instead of using the complex ACF of the
complex signal; the full-bandwidth is used [50] instead of using the half-bandwidth. In this
thesis, the coherence bandwidth means the half-bandwidth coherence bandwidth based on the
magnitude of the complex ACF with a threshold of 0.5, as shown in Fig. 2.1, unless otherwise
specified.

Figure 2.1:

Illustration of coherence bandwidth based on signal ACF.

Different coherence bandwidths (in a RC) with different thresholds are related via the
following formula:
1
Bc 
2π 

1 



2

2

(2.3)

where ρ denotes the autocorrelation coefficient of the signal (see Appendix A for its
derivation). Generalized relations of the coherence bandwidth and the delay spread for various
real-life multipath environments can be found in [52] (and references therein). Note that it is
shown in Appendix A that the envelope autocorrelation coefficient equals to the squared
magnitude of the autocorrelation coefficient.
In the following of this section, the coherence bandwidth and the delay spread of the RC
channel are presented based on RC measurements.
The RC in use here is the Bluetest HP reverberation chamber (see Fig. 2.2) with dimensions
of 1.80 × 1.75 × 1.25 m3. The Bluetest HP RC is used for almost all of the RC measurements
in this thesis (except for the Doppler spread measurements in Section 2.3, the throughput
measurement in Section 3.4, and part of the uncertainty measurements in Section 4.3). It has
two plate mode-stirrers, a turn-table platform and three antennas mounted on three orthogonal
walls (referred to as wall antennas hereafter). The wall antennas are wideband half-bow-tie
4

(or triangular sheet) antennas. In the measurements, the platform (with a radius of 0.3 m), on
which the reference discone antenna (see Fig. 2.2) was mounted, was moved step-wisely to 20
positions equally spaced by 18°, and for each platform position the two plates simultaneously
and step-wisely moved to 10 positions (equally spanned on the total distances that they can
travel). All the mechanical (step-wise) movements were controlled by a computer. The
platform and plate positions are referred to as stirrer positions in this thesis. At each stirrer
position and for each wall antenna a frequency sweep was automatically performed by a
vector network analyzer (VNA) (that was controlled by the computer as well), during which
the channel transfer functions at different frequencies were sampled. The frequency step was
set to 1 MHz. The sampled channel transfer function (or frequency response) is a function of
frequency and stirrer position, denoted as H ( f , n) . The (normalized) ACF R f (f ) of the
transfer function is

R f (f ) 

E  H ( f , n)  H * ( f  f , n) 
E | H ( f , n) |2 

(2.4)

where the superscript * represents complex conjugation, and E denotes the (mathematical)
expectation over the channel random variable. In the calculations, E was approximated by the
sample mean of the ACF of the measured channel samples.

Figure 2.2:

(a)
(b)
(a) Drawing of Bluetest HP RC with two mechanical plate stirrers, one platform
and three wall antennas; (b) head phantom and the location of the three
absorber-filled PVC cylinders for the loading2 (to be defined in Section 2.2).

Note that in the step-wise stirring sequence (as described above) the channel sampled by the
VNA is essentially the block-fading channel [38], which is commonly assumed in the
communication- and information-theoretic literature. Also note that (2.4) is a general formula
for the ACF evaluations, which requires a lot of channel samples for an accurate ACF
estimation. However, to gather many channel realizations is usually time-consuming (and
expensive) when performing measurements in a real-life multipath environment. Therefore, in
the literature, there is a more popular formula:

5

 H ( f ) H ( f  f )df .
(f ) 
 H ( f ) df


Rf

(2.5)

2

The theory behind (2.5) is the WSSUS and Gaussianity assumptions. Specifically, the US
assumption in the delay domain (i.e. scattering waves from different scatters are uncorrelated
[6], [49]) necessitates the WSS properties in the frequency domain. Provided that H(f) is a
Gaussian random process with an ACF that is asymptotically decaying, then, based on the
autocorrelation ergodic theorem [53], H(f) is autocorrelation ergodic. In other words, (2.5)
holds if and only if H(f) is a Gaussian random process with an ACF that is asymptotically
decaying. Although the asymptotical decay property of an ACF seems to be ubiquitous for
channels in multipath environments, the Gaussianity assumption does not necessarily hold in
general [49]. So (2.5) has to be used with great care. It is well known that the necessary and
sufficient conditions for autocorrelation ergodicity hold for RCs [12], [25], therefore, (2.5)
could have been used for the ACF evaluations in this thesis, in which case the resulting
coherence bandwidth would have been a smooth function of frequency. Nevertheless, in order
to observe possible frequency variations in Bc, (2.4) is used instead in this thesis.
The time dispersive property of a multipath channel is usually characterized by its RMS delay
spread [49]

 

 P (
k

k

) k 2 /  P ( k )  [ P ( k ) k /  P ( k )]2
k

k

k

(2.6)

P ( ) | h( )|

2

where the received power P(τk) at delay τk is the so-called power delay profile (PDP), and
h( ) is the impulse response obtained from the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) of the
channel frequency response h( , n )  IFFT { H ( f , n )} at each stirrer position n. The RMS
delay spread is calculated by (2.6) using PDP averaged over all the stirrer positions. Note that
(2.6) is based on the US assumption, which of course holds in RCs. In cases where the US
assumption does not hold, the delay spread evaluations would be more mathematically
involved [50]. Note that the VNA can generate only discrete frequencies, which results in
periodicity in the delay domain. Therefore, the 1-MHz frequency step set in the measurement
allows non-aliasing PDP detections of up to 1000 ns. Fortunately, PDPs with larger delays
have rather limited fraction of the total power (see the PDP profile in Fig. 2 of [55]) thanks to
the exponential distribution of the PDP in Rayleigh fading environments (e.g. RCs). Hence,
the chosen frequency step should not cause any noticeable error.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the delay spread  and the coherence bandwidth Bc are
inversely proportional to each other [44]. Depending on the actual definition of Bc, their
relation varies. Given the coherence bandwidth definition (see Fig. 2.1 for illustration) and the
assumption of isotropic scattering environments (e.g. RCs), their relation is

Bc  3 / (2π  ).

(2.7)

See Appendix A for the derivation of (2.7). The plots of  and Bc are shown in the next
section together with two parameters that are physically associated with the RC.
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2.2

Average Mode Bandwidth and Decay Time

The mode bandwidth is defined as the frequency range over which the power in one excited
(or induced) mode is larger than half the power in the resonating mode. It is related to the
quality-factor Q as
f  f / Q

(2.8)

Q  2 fU s Pd

(2.9)

where Q is given as

with Us as the steady state energy in the RC and Pd as the dissipated power. The introduction
of the average mode bandwidth f makes it possible to characterize all the different losses
appearing in the RC as additive contributions, i.e.
 f   f con   f obj   f ap   f ant ,
 f ant 



c 3 e rad / (16 2 f 2V ),

(2.10)

antennas

 f obj 



c a / (2 V )

objects

where V is the volume of the chamber, erad is the radiation efficiencies of the antennas, and
 a is the average absorption cross sections of the lossy objects, fcon , fobj , fant and f ap are
average mode bandwidths due to the finite metallic conductivity, absorbing objects, antennas
inside the chamber, and the aperture leakage, respectively. Equations (2.10) are the same as
(6) in [54], except that they are expressed in terms of f instead of Q. The expressions of
f ant and f obj are useful in order to understand how f can be controlled. The average mode
bandwidth is given as [54]
f  c03erad 1erad 2 / (16 2 f 2VGch )

(2.11)

where erad 1 and erad 2 are the total radiation efficiencies of transmit and receive antennas in the
RC, respectively, and Gch is the average power transfer function (i.e. average squared
magnitude of the channel transfer function).
From the definition of the decay time,

 RC  Q / (2πf )  2πf .
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(2.12)
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Substituting (2.11) into (2.12), the decay time of the RC can be expressed as

 RC  8 f 2VGch / (c03erad 1erad 2 ).
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(2.13)

Intuitively the average mode bandwidth should be equal to the coherence bandwidth from
their definitions. Based on this conjecture, it can be easily shown that

   3 RC .

(2.14)

Based on the RC measurement (cf. Section 2.1), the average mode bandwidth and the
coherence bandwidth are calculated and plotted in Fig. 2.3, where “empty” corresponds to
unloaded chamber, “loading1” is a head phantom that is equivalent to a human head in terms
of EM absorption, “loading2” is the head phantom plus three Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
cylinders filled with EM absorbers cut in small pieces, and “loading3” is the head phantom
plus six such cylinders. Every three lossy cylinders were located along orthogonal corners of
the chamber (see Fig. 2.2 (b)) in such a way that they approximately attenuate cavity modes
of different polarizations equally much. From Fig. 2.3 it is seen that the coherence bandwidth
and the average mode bandwidth are approximately the same, as expected. Similarly,   and

3 RC are calculated and plotted in Fig. 2.4. It is shown that they agree with each other well
for almost all the loadings, especially for loaded RCs, over most frequency range.
Compared with the RMS delay spread and coherence bandwidth, the decay time and average
mode bandwidth involve much less computational effort. Therefore, they offer a
computationally cheaper alternative for RC channel characterizations. In addition, from Figs.
2.3 and 2.4 it can be seen that the channels in the RC can be controlled by simply loading the
RC.
The coherence bandwidth parameterizes the frequency-selectiveness of the channel. The
channel time-selectiveness can be characterized by the Doppler spread, which is discussed in
the next section.

2.3

Doppler Spread

Different methods for determining the Doppler spread have been studied in [56]-[59].
Reference [56] and [57] directly evaluated the Doppler spread from its definition. Doppler
spread estimation in the presence of the carrier frequency offset (CFO) was considered in
[58]. By doing channel sounding in the RC with a VNA, the CFO problem is avoided.
Therefore there is no need to resort to sophisticated signal processing algorithms as that
shown in [58]. The Doppler spread in a RC has been observed by simply sweeping the
intermediate-frequency (IF) bandwidth of the VNA in the continuous-wave mode and
observing the power variation [59]. However, this method gives only a rough estimation of
the Doppler frequency (not to mention the fact that the noise floor changes with the IF
bandwidth of the VNA), and it can only predict the Doppler spread at a single frequency
based on one measurement. This section shows how the Doppler spread can be easily
obtained at all the measured frequencies for any assumed stirrer speed even though the
measurements are done when the stirrers are step-wisely stationary (i.e. each VNA
measurement is done under stationary conditions with no actual Doppler frequency shift).
The channel transfer function is expressed as a function of frequency and time H ( f , t ) . Its
(unnormalized) ACF with respect to (w.r.t.) time (hereafter referred to as time ACF to
distinguish with the ACF w.r.t. frequency in Section 2.1) is
9

Rt ( f , t )  E[ H ( f , t ) H * ( f , t  t )].

(2.15)

The expectation E in (2.15) should be taken over the channel random variable. Based on the
WSS assumption in time domain (or US assumption in Doppler frequency domain), the time
ACF can be calculated by integrating over time, analogous to (2.5), which simplifies the
measurement requirement (in terms of the sample number) a lot. Denoting the Doppler (shift)
frequency as fd, the Doppler spectrum becomes [56]


Sd ( f , f d ) 

R

H

( f , t ) exp( j 2 f d t )d (t ).

(2.16)



Figure 2.5:

Illustration of measurement setup with rotating paddle and turn-table platform.
The actual mechanical stirrers used in the measurements are shown in photo
with its maximum radius specified by the arrow.

The Doppler spread is defined as the range of Doppler frequency fdover which S d ( f , f d ) is
above a certain threshold (say, the noise floor). Note that since RH ( f , t ) is complex
conjugate symmetric, its Fourier transform Sd ( f , f d ) is real. The time ACF (2.15) is
equivalent to
Rt ( f , t )  H ( f , t )  H * ( f , t )

(2.17)

where  represents the convolution. Applying the Fourier transform to both sides of (2.17),
S d ( f , f d )  H ( f , f d ) H  ( f , f d ) | H ( f , f d ) |2

where H ( f , f d ) is the Fourier transform of H ( f , t ) w.r.t. time t.
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(2.18)

The RC used in this section is a large chamber (3.00 × 2.45 × 2.45 m3) located at SP
Technical Research institute of Sweden (SP for short), Borås, Sweden. The SP RC makes use
of a rotating paddle and a turn-table platform (see Fig. 2.5). The receive antenna is a discone
antenna mounted on the platform, and the transmit antenna is a horn antenna pointed into a
corner of the RC.

Figure 2.6:

Doppler power spectrum at two different frequencies. The RMS Doppler
bandwidth for this set of data equal to 1.0 Hz at 800 MHz and 3.6 Hz at 4GHz.

Figure 2.7:

Validation of RMS Doppler bandwidth obtained by using present step-wise
stationary approach by comparison with results obtained from actual timevarying measurements using continuous movement of the stirrers with given
speeds at discrete frequencies.

The RMS Doppler spread at a certain frequency f 0 is given by
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1

 f d 2 Sd  f 0 , f d  df d  2
 .
d  
  Sd  f 0 , f d  df d 

(2.19)

The integrations in (2.19) should exclude the noise floor (i.e. the level where the Doppler
spectrum becomes flat). The step-wise stationary stirring method presented in [30] is used in
this section to evaluate the Doppler spread. With this method, the Doppler spread can be
determined by assuming that the fixed stirrer positions are the time moments of a
continuously moving stirrer with a virtual stirrer speed. The advantage of this method is that
one can obtain Doppler spreads with any stirrer speed for the whole frequency sweeping
range. During the step-wise measurement, a complete paddle rotation was divided into 720
positions, giving an angular step of 0.5 degrees. At each paddle position, a frequency sweep is
performed by the VNA. By assuming that a complete paddle rotation takes 20 s, and using the
step-wise stationary stirring method, the Doppler spectrum can be calculated. Fig. 2.6 shows
the Doppler spectrums obtained in the SP RC, where the dB vertical scale is chosen by
convention. Linear-scaled Doppler spectrums in a RC can be found in [31], which allow a
closer examination of the shape of the RC Doppler spectrum. Note that in an ideal isotropicscattering RC, the Doppler spectrum seen by an isotropic antenna that is moving with a
constant velocity is actually rectangular (see Appendix B for the proof). Here the irregular
Doppler spectrum shape observed in the RC is due to the non-isotropic antennas and its
rotational movement.
To validate the step-wise stationary stirring method, additional measurements with
continuously moving stirrers were performed by setting the VNA in the continuous-wave
mode. This is the traditional way of detecting the Doppler spread. Using this traditional
method, one can only perform the measurement once at a single frequency, and thus needs to
repeat the measurement many times to cover the frequency range of interest. The VNA was
used to measure H ( f , t ) 750 times for one complete rotation of the platform and paddle. The
rotation time T was increased to 182 sec in order to be able to capture the data with the data
acquisition software. Thus the observed Doppler shift was very small. Fig. 2.7 shows the
comparison of the Doppler spread obtained during continuous stirring (using the traditional
method) and that obtained with the step-wise stationary stirring method by assuming the same
speed. Good agreements are observed as expected.
The coherence bandwidth and Doppler spread studies conclude the characterizations of SISO
channel in RCs. The spatial characterization is naturally deferred to the next chapter, where
MIMO channel is introduced.
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3.

Measurements of MIMO Terminals

The RC can be used to measure the radiation efficiency and the free-space reflection
coefficient of a single-port antenna [60], [61], and the diversity gain and the capacity for a
multi-antenna system [13]-[20]. This chapter mainly deals with multi-port antenna
measurements for diversity and capacity evaluations. Nevertheless, since the antenna
radiation efficiency and mismatch factor are important parameters for multi-port antennas as
well, the chapter starts with them using the example of a single-port horn antenna for heuristic
purposes. Diversity and capacity evaluations based on RC measurements are presented
sequentially. In addition, their counterparts evaluations based on AC measurements are shown
correspondingly for comparisons. In the end of this chapter, an active throughput
measurement of a USB dongle is presented, together with a simple throughput model that
agrees well with the measurement results.

3.1

Measurement of Single-Port Antenna

The total radiation efficiency of an antenna under test (AUT) can be measured in a RC by the
following procedure: first, the average power transfer function of a reference antenna with
known total radiation efficiency, eref, is measured as Gref; then, the AUT is measured with
another average power transfer function GAUT. The total radiation efficiency of the AUT is
then

erad 

GAUT
.
Gref / eref

(3.1)

The total radiation efficiency is the product of the radiation efficiency and the mismatch
factor [62]. Knowing the total radiation efficiency, one has to determine the free-space
mismatch factor (or reflection coefficient) in order to know the radiation efficiency.
Theoretical models of antenna impedances in a metal cavity were studied in [63], [64]. A
common disadvantage of these models is that they are constrained to linear small antennas
with simple geometries. For arbitrary large antennas with complex geometries, the
corresponding theoretical models (if possible) are difficult to build. Therefore, the simple
statistical model of the reflection coefficient proposed in [65] is used in this section. Assume
that the reflection coefficient can be split into a free-space (deterministic) part and a
(stochastic) part due to the RC,
S11tot  S11fs  S11RC

(3.2)

where S11tot is the total reflection coefficient of the antenna in the RC, S11fs is the free-space
reflection coefficient that is independent of the RC, and S11RC is the reflection coefficient
contribution due to the random scattering in the RC. For a well stirred RC, S11RC has a zeromean complex Gaussian distribution [66], provided the antenna is not too directive
(otherwise, it may experience less randomness and therefore the distribution of S11RC may
deviate from zero-mean Gaussianity). Thus, the mean value of the reflection coefficient
measured in the RC is
13

E [ S11tot ]  S11fs .

(3.3)

As before, the expectation is approximated by the sample mean. This estimator therefore
depends on the number of independent samples. Interestingly, simple as it is, (3.3) is the best
estimator, i.e. minimum variance unbiased (MVU) estimator, of the free-space S11. While its
unbiased property is obvious from (3.3), one can readily show that its variance meets the
Cramer-Rao bound (CRB), which is the lower bound on the variances of all estimators [67].
In fact, in this case it is also a least-squares (LS) estimator and a maximum likelihood (ML)
estimator (see [67] for the proofs).

Figure 3.1:

Photo of a standard gain horn antenna mounted on the platform in the RC.
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Mismatch factor at one stirrer position in the RC and in the anechoic chamber.
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(b)
(a) Mismatch factor of the AUT in the RC with stirrer position average and that
measured in the anechoic chamber; (b) histogram of real and imaginary parts of
S11RC at 5.5 GHz.

The AUT is chosen to be a standard gain horn antenna working from 3.94 to 5.99 GHz (see
Fig. 3.1). Measurements were done from 5 to 6 GHz with a frequency step of 1 MHz in the
Bluetest HP RC. The measurement setup is the same as that of the channel characterization
measurement described in Section 2.1. Namely, there are 600 samples (20 platform positions,
10 stirrer plate positions, and three wall antennas) at each frequency. Fig. 3.2 shows the
mismatch factor (in dB) at one arbitrary stirrer position in RC, compared with that in an AC.
Fig. 3.3 (a) shows the mismatch factor of the AUT in the RC when the free-space S11 is
estimated by complex stirring over the 600 samples only, compared with that from the AC.
Fig. 3.4 (a) shows similar results but with additional 100-MHz complex frequency stirring (or
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electronic mode stirring) [68] for the RC measurement. The frequency stirring technique, in
principle, is to treat the samples at different frequencies (within the frequency stirring
bandwidth) as if they were from the same random process. The improved estimation accuracy
can be explained by the histograms without and with the 100-MHz complex frequency
stirring, shown in Fig. 3.3 (b) and Fig. 3.4 (b). That is with additional complex frequency
stirring, the mean value of S11RC approaches zero with larger probability.
0
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(a)

Figure 3.4:

(b)
(a) Mismatch factor of the AUT measured in the RC with 100-MHz frequency
stirring, and that measured in the anechoic chamber; (b) histogram of real and
imaginary parts of S11RC around 5.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 100 MHz.

Fig. 3.5 shows the standard deviation (STD) of the difference of the RC and AC measurement
results as a function of frequency stirring bandwidth. It is shown that the optimal (in the LS
sense) frequency stirring bandwidth for this particular horn antenna is 110 MHz. Note that in
general, the optimal frequency stirring bandwidth for an arbitrary antenna is unknown. Also
note that the frequency stirring reduces the frequency resolution. Thus one has to choose the
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frequency stirring bandwidth with great care. Based on empirical experiences, 10-MHz (or
slightly less) frequency stirring is close to optimal for non-directive small antennas (e.g.
dipoles). A larger bandwidth can be chosen if the AUT is wideband and well-matched.
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Figure 3.5:

STD of the difference of the RC and AC measurement results as a function of
frequency stirring bandwidth.

3.2

Diversity Gain Evaluation

Diversity techniques offer an effective leverage to mitigate detrimental fading in wireless
multipath environments. Thus it has been popular since the 60s [2], [69]. There are mainly
three types of diversity techniques: frequency diversity, time diversity, and antenna (or
spatial) diversity. For the antenna diversity, there are three main diversity combining
techniques: selection combining (SC), equal gain combining (EGC), and maximum ratio
combining (MRC) [69]. Among them, the MRC offers the best performance at the expense of
the most complexity. With the evolution of channel estimation techniques, MRC has become
the most popular diversity technique [1], [7], [69]-[73]. Thus, this chapter focuses on the
MRC diversity gain.
Before jumping into diversity measurements, a method for the MRC evaluation (i.e. the
covariance-eigenvalue approach) is presented first. The robustness of the presented method is
discussed. After that, comparisons between MRC diversity gains measured in a RC and an
AC are compared using the example of a wideband log-periodic dual-dipole array.

3.2.1

Covariance-Eigenvalue Approach

Assuming an N-port diversity antenna in a Rayleigh-fading environment (e.g. a RC), its
covariance matrix is
R  E[hh H ]
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(3.4)

where h is a column-vector consisting of complex baseband sub-channels that include the
overall antenna effect, and the superscript H denotes the Hermitian operator. The MRC output
power is
1
PMRC  h H h.
2

(3.5)

Assuming independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noises with unity variance,
PMRC then equals, in value, to the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), denoted as γ,
which is a random variable.
Note that in the information theory (and the probabilities) a random variable is usually written
in upper case (e.g. [76]) or in bold face (e.g. [77]) to distinguish it from deterministic ones.
Following the convention in the signal processing (and the communications) literature, this
chapter reserves lower (upper) case bold face letters for vectors (matrices), in order to
distinguish them from scalar values. And no extra effort is exerted in separating random
variables from deterministic ones. Hopefully, their distinctions are clear from the context.
The characteristic function [74] of the instantaneous SNR γ is

 ( z )  E[exp( jz )]

(3.6)

Equation (3.6) can be expressed as [75]

 ( z) 

N
1
1

det(I  zR ) i 1 1  zi

(3.7)

where i denotes the ith eigenvalues of R. The probability density function (PDF) of γ is the
inverse Fourier transform of  ( z ) ,

p ( ) 

1



i


i

exp( / i )
.
 (1/ k  1/ i )
k i

i

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of γ can be readily derived as,
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(3.8)

N

F ( )  1  

iN 1 exp( / i )
N

 (   )

i 1

k i

i

.

(3.9)

k

In this thesis, (3.9) is referred to as Lee’s (CDF) formula, since it is derived by Lee [71]. The
effective diversity gain (EDG) is defined as the improvement of the output SNR of a diversity
antenna compared with that of a single ideal antenna (with 100% radiation efficiency) at a
certain outage probability level, e.g. 1% [69]. The MRC EDG is,

EDG 

F 1 ( )
1
Fideal
( ) 1%

(3.10)

where (·)-1 denotes the functional inversion, and Fideal is the CDF of output SNR of a single
ideal antenna. Note that the diversity gain defined here (from the antenna point-of-view) is
different from the ones defined in communications, where the diversity gain denotes the
asymptotic slope of the bit-error-rate (BER) curve as a function of SNR [50]. Without further
specifications, the diversity gain in this thesis is given by (3.10).
For Rayleigh fading,
Fideal ( )  1  exp( ).

(3.11)

The CDF of the MRC output SNR in the Rayleigh fading is known for two cases:
 When all eigenvalues are different from each other, it is given by (3.9);
 When all eigenvalues are equal, i.e. i   (i = 1… M), it is given by [69]
i 1
   N (  )
.
F ( )  1  exp    
   i 1 (i  1)!

(3.12)

The CDF expressions with an arbitrary number of equal eigenvalues are unknown in general
and have to be approximated by empirical CDFs from measured channel samples. As will be
shown later in this thesis, Lee’s formula (3.9) is robust for stochastic measurements and
therefore can be used for the diversity evaluation of arbitrary antennas based on RC
measurements. Since the EDG is determined from the CDF as a function the eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix, this diversity-evaluation method is referred to as covariance-eigenvalue
approach in this thesis. Compared to the traditional way of diversity evaluations (that involves
empirical CDF), the covariance-eigenvalue approach offers faster convergence and better
accuracy (with large probability) for the same (finite) number of channel samples [16].
It can be seen from (3.9) that Lee’s formula has an apparent singularity when any two
eigenvalues of the diversity antenna’s covariance matrix are equal. Therefore, it is usually
believed that Lee’s formula would result in large numerical error when two eigenvalues are
close to each other. This thesis, however, shows that the EDG obtained using the covarianceeigenvalue approach converges in distribution to the true value, i.e. Lee’s formula converges
to the true CDF when the eigenvalues approaches each other.
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Based on the RC measurement (or any stochastic measurements), the covariance matrix can
be estimated by the sample mean (cf. Appendix B), i.e.
ˆ  1
R
M

M

h
m 1

m

h mH

(3.13)

where hm is the mth realization of the random channel vector h, and M is the number of
realizations (or samples). Interestingly, (3.13) is the unbiased ML estimator of R, the proof of
which can be found in Section 7.1.1 of [78]. This thesis refers to (3.13) as sample covariance
matrix and its eigenvalues, ˆi (i = 1… N), as sample eigenvalues.
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Figure 3.6:

Numerically simulated EDG as a function of number of realizations for ideal
two-port antenna.

Consider first an ideal two-port diversity antenna with 100% embedded radiation efficiencies
and no correlation. The covariance matrix with perfect estimation is an identity matrix with
equal eigenvalues of unity. In this case, there would have been singularity due to Lee’s
formula. Nevertheless, in practice, the diversity antennas’ covariance matrices and eigenvalues
in multipath fading environments are unknown, and have to be estimated from measured
channel samples. Thus ˆi deviate from i with probability one (w.p.1.). The question is if
there will be large numerical error using Lee’s formula? To answer that, an i.i.d. complex
Gaussian channel, represented by hw, is generated with its Euclidean norm satisfying
2
E[ h w 2 ]  N , where N = 2 in this case. The channel seen by the diversity antenna can then be
expressed as h  R1/ 2h w , where R1/2 is the Hermitian square root of R, which is the identity
matrix I in this case. The sample covariance matrix R̂ deviates from I (due to finite sample
number M) w.p.1.
Fig. 3.6 shows the EDG (as a function of the number of channel realizations) obtained using
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Lee’s formula with sample eigenvalues ˆi against that obtained using the empirical CDF from
generated channel realizations. Surprisingly, the EDG converges to the true value, i.e., 11.7
dB, much faster than that of the empirical CDF. Moreover, it is surprising to see that there is
no noticeable error when the number of samples increases, knowing that the sample
eigenvalues are estimated more accurately and therefore become very close to each other with
large numbers of independent channel realizations.
Consider then a three-port antenna with a covariance matrix

 1 0.5 0.5
R  0.5 1 0.5 ,
0.5 0.5 1 

(3.14)

such that two of the eigenvalues are equal (λ1 = 2, λ2 = λ3 = 0.5). Repeating the same
simulation procedure as described above, the EDGs are calculated and shown in Fig. 3.7 as a
function of the number of channel realizations. Fig. 3.7 shows the EDG obtained using Lee’s
formula with sample eigenvalues ˆi against that obtained using the empirical CDF from
generated channel realizations. Similar simulation results are observed, i.e. EDG obtained
using Lee’s formula with sample eigenvalues not only converges to the true value but also
converge much faster than that obtained from the empirical CDF. By Murphy’s Law, if there
is a finite probability that sample eigenvalues equal to each other, one would have observed
singularity problems in the simulations, but there are no singularity problems in either Fig. 3.6
or Fig. 3.7. Therefore, in practice, the covariance-eigenvalue approach is computationally
robust for stochastic diversity measurements.
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Figure 3.7:

Numerically simulated EDG as a function of number of realizations for threeport antenna with a uniform correlation of 0.5.

From both Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, it seems that the limit of Lee’s formula converges to the true
CDF as the eigenvalues converge to each other. In other words, the EDG obtained using the
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covariance-eigenvalue approach converges in distribution to the true value (see Appendix C
for the proof). The faster convergence of Lee’s formula in sample number is because that the
sample eigenvalues converge faster than the empirical CDF at the 1% level.
In the following subsections, the covariance-eigenvalue approach is used for diversity
evaluations of a diversity antenna. Before going into the measurements, the AUT is described
in the next subsection.

3.2.2

Eleven Antenna under Test

The so-called Eleven antenna (see Fig. 3.8) is chosen as the AUT. It is a log-periodic dualdipole array working from 2 to 13 GHz [79]. In this paper, the four ports for one polarization
of Eleven antenna, shown in Fig. 3.8, are combined with wideband 180° hybrids to form twoport and three-port antennas as shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. The associate 180°
hybrids have losses between 1.4 dB at 2 GHZ and 3 dB at 8 GHz, where ohmic losses
contribute the most. The ports of the two-port Eleven antenna are marked as ports P1 and P2
(see Fig. 3.9). The ports of the three-port Eleven antenna are marked as ports P1, P2 and P3
(see Fig. 3.10). In this thesis, the two Eleven antenna configurations are measured from 2 to 8
GHz in both a RC and an AC. The Eleven antenna is chosen because of its wideband
property. By assuming narrowband multi-antenna systems, the wideband measurements can
be virtually regarded as measurements of many narrowband antennas (working at different
frequencies), which facilitates comparisons between RC and AC measurements.

Figure 3.8:

Photos of front and back sides of Eleven antenna.

Figure 3.9:

Diagram of Eleven antenna with the four ports for one polarization combined to
form a two-port antenna.
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Figure 3.10: Diagram of Eleven antenna with the four ports for one polarization combined to
form a three-port antenna.

3.2.3

RC and AC Measurements

The Eleven antenna was measured in the Bluetest HP RC with the same measurement setup as
that of the channel characterization measurement described in Section 2.1. Namely, there are
600 samples (20 platform positions, 10 stirrer plate positions, and three wall antennas) at each
frequency. In order to improve the measurement accuracy, the frequency stirring technique is
applied to the measurement data. Though developed for RC applications [68], the same
technique has independently been used in processing the measured data from real-life
multipath environments [8], [11]. Using this technique, the frequency stirring bandwidth has
to be carefully chosen so that more independent samples can be included without changing
the channel statistics. Since the coherence bandwidth of the channel in the (unloaded) RC is
around 1-2 MHz [27], the frequency step was set to 1 MHz, and a 20-MHz frequency stirring
was used. Therefore, there are 12000 channel samples for diversity evaluations. Note that the
Eleven antenna has a reflection coefficient below -10 dB over the measuring frequency range
[79], thus a larger frequency stirring bandwidth could have been chosen; the 20-MHz
frequency stirring was chosen to preserve a better frequency resolution (cf. Section 3.1). Also
note that the VNA that was used for the RC measurement could gather a maximum of 1601
samples per frequency sweep. Therefore, the whole measurement frequency range had to be
divided into four sub-bands, each with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz, i.e. 2 – 3.5 GHz, 3.5 – 5 GHz,
5 – 6.5 GHz, and 6.5 – 8 GHz. The same measurement procedure was repeated over these
four sub-bands.
The average power transfer function is measured using a reference antenna with known
radiation efficiencies (over the measured frequency range). The reference level, Pref, is
obtained by dividing the average power level with the total radiation efficiency of the
reference antenna (i.e. Gref / eref ). The measured diversity channel hmeas is a function of
frequency and stirrer position. To focus on the small-scale fading, the measured channel
should be normalized,
h  h meas

Pref .

(3.15)

Note that the RC attenuation and the total radiation efficiencies of the wall antennas are
calibrated out by (3.15). Since the three wall antennas in the RC are located far away from
each other on three orthogonal walls (with orthogonal polarizations), the correlations between
them are negligible. The covariance matrix at the receive side can be estimated using (3.13).
Once the covariance matrix is estimated, the MRC EDG can be readily obtained using the
covariance-eigenvalue approach.
Diversity measurements in an AC are not as straightforward as that in the RC, because there is
no random channel to measure in the AC. For diversity evaluations, one needs to measure the
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embedded far-field functions and embedded radiation efficiencies at every antenna port. In
this thesis, the embedded far-field functions and efficiencies of the multi-port Eleven antennas
were measured (with a angular step of 1°) in the AC at Technical University of Denmark
(DTU), Lyngby, Denmark. During the measurement, the AUTs were rotated by an azimuth
positioner and the full-sphere near-field signal was measured on a regular grid by a dualpolarized probe located about 6 m away. The measured signal was then transformed to the
far-field using the spherical wave expansion and properly correcting for the probe
characteristics. Due to the symmetric property of the Eleven antenna, only the embedded farfield function and efficiency at the port P1 of the two-port Eleven antenna (see Fig. 3.9) and
those at the port P1 of the three-port Eleven antenna (see Fig. 3.10) were measured, from 2 to
8 GHz with frequency step of 100 MHz. This simplification is necessary considering the timeconsuming radiation pattern measurements in the AC. As a result, for the two-port Eleven
antenna, the embedded far-field function at the port P2 is obtained by rotating that of P1 by
180°. For thee-port Eleven antenna, the embedded far-field function at P2 is obtained from
that of P1 by imaging; and the embedded far-field function at P3 is the same as that at P2 of
the two-port Eleven antenna. Furthermore, for the two-port Eleven antenna the embedded
radiation efficiency at P1 is the same as that at P2; for the three-port Eleven antenna the
embedded radiation efficiency at P1 equals to that at P2 (with the embedded radiation
efficiency of P3 equal to that at P2 of the two-port Eleven antenna).
For MRC diversity evaluations, the covariance matrix R has to be constructed first:
R  ΞΦ
Ξ e e

Φmn 

T

(3.16)
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where gi (i = 1,…, N) is the embedded far-field function vector (with elements representing
components for different polarizations) at the ith antenna port, and Pinc is dyadic power
angular spectrum of the incident waves, e  [eemb1 eemb 2  eembN ]T ,  denotes entry-wise
product, the superscript T denotes the transpose operator, and
is entry-wise square root.
Note that in polarization-balanced isotropic scattering environments, e.g. RCs, Pinc(Ω) = I.
Once the covariance matrix is constructed, one can apply the covariance-eigenvalue approach
directly. In that case, it is necessary to put tiny marginal guards (say, “eps” in Matlab)
between any (possibly) equal eigenvalues to avoid singularity in Lee’s formula, because the
AC measurement is deterministic and therefore there is nonzero probability that some
eigenvalues are equal.

3.2.4

Measurement Results

Although correlations and embedded radiation efficiencies are only needed for diversity
evaluations based on AC measurements (evaluations of RC measurements are based on
measured channel samples directly), it is still worthwhile to compare the measured embedded
radiation efficiencies and correlations in both chambers, because they are also informative
parameters for characterizations of multi-port antennas. The embedded radiation efficiencies
are readily obtained from the AC measurements; the correlation coefficients in the AC can be
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calculated using the last equation in (3.16). The measured embedded radiation efficiencies in
the RC can be obtained by applying (3.1) at each port. The measured correlation coefficients
in the RC can be obtained by
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of measured total embedded radiation efficiencies from AC and
RC.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of measured correlation magnitudes from AC and RC.
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where R̂ can be calculated using (3.13).
Due to the symmetry property of the Eleven antenna (cf. Section 3.2.2), only the embedded
radiation efficiencies at P1 of the two-port Eleven antenna and P1 the three-port Eleven
antenna are compared. Fig. 3.11 shows the measured embedded radiation efficiencies of the
Eleven antennas at both chambers. There are good agreements over most of the frequency
range. Note that the used 180° hybrids are the dominant contributor to the total embedded
radiation efficiency at P1 of the two-port Eleven antenna, and that the mismatch and mutual
coupling are the main contributions to the total embedded radiation efficiency at P1 of the
three-port Eleven antenna. Fig. 3.12 shows the measured correlation magnitudes from both
chambers. There is excellent agreement for the correlation of the two-port Eleven antenna.
Although the correlation agreements between different ports of the three-port Eleven antenna
is not as good as that of the two-port Eleven antenna, their agreement is acceptable, since it is
difficult to measure small correlations accurately.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of diversity measures of the two-port and three-port Eleven
antennas from RC measurements.
Note that the examination of the correlation of a two-port antenna is easy, since it only
requires one correlation coefficient. However, for arbitrary multi-port antennas, the number of
corresponding correlation coefficients can be large, i.e.
N
 ,
2
where N in the binomial coefficient denotes the number of antenna ports. For example, in
general it requires three and six correlation coefficients to specify the correlation performance
of three- and four-port antennas, respectively. One way to circumvent this problem is to use
the diversity measure [80],
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(3.18)

where tr denotes the trace, and the subscript F of the norm denotes the Frobenius norm [81].
The advantage of the diversity measure (compared with correlation coefficients) is that it
requires only one scalar parameter to characterize the overall correlation performance of the
multi-port antenna, i.e. it maps a positive semidefinite matrix to a scalar value. The range of
the mapping is [1, N], where 1 denotes 100% correlation and N means no correlation. Note
that although it is a special application of the majorization theory [82], which only gives
partial ordering (meaning there exist covariance matrices that cannot be ordered), the diversity
measure offers total ordering (meaning any two covariance matrices can be ordered). Fig.
3.13 shows the diversity measure of the two- and three-port Eleven antennas, together with
that of the corresponding ideal diversity measure. It can be seen that except for the large
correlation between P1 and P2 of the thee-port Eleven antenna at low frequencies (at which
frequencies the two ports forms a loop, see Fig. 3.8), the diversity measures of the Eleven
antennas approach their maximal values periodically.
The MRC EDG of the two-port and three-port Eleven antennas based on the RC and AC
measurements are shown in Fig. 3.14, as a function of frequency. As expected, the EDGs
measured from both chambers agree with each other well over most of the frequency range.
Since the corresponding EDG values of ideal antennas (with i.i.d. channels) are independent
of frequency, a single value for each case is given in the captions of Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of MRC EDGs of two-port and three-port Eleven antennas from
AC and RC measurements. The corresponding ideal two-port and three-port
antennas (with i.i.d. channels) have EDGs of 11.7 and 16.4 dB, respectively.

3.3

MIMO Capacity Evaluation

It has been shown that ergodic capacities of MIMO systems can be measured readily in RCs
[13], [17]. However, the capacity evaluation in an AC is not that straightforward in that there
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is no random channel to sample in the AC. Therefore, before going into capacity
measurements, a method (i.e. embedded far-field function method) for capacity evaluation
based on AC measurement is presented. The presented method is compared with the so-called
Z-parameter method [83] by simulations. Good agreements are observed. Then, an analogous
S-parameter method is presented and verified based on the RC measurement using a
narrowband portable antenna. After that, the embedded far-field function method, which is
more suitable for measurements, is applied to compare the AC measurement with that of the
RC. The two- and three-port Eleven antennas are used again for the AC and RC measurement
comparisons. Note that the term capacity in this chapter is slightly abused from the
information-theoretic point-of-view, but this should not cause any problem for MIMO
antenna characterizations provided that the context is clear.

3.3.1

Embedded Far-Field Function Method

Assume that the receiver has a perfect channel state information (CSI), and that the transmit
power is equally allocated among transmit antennas. The ergodic capacity of the multiantenna system is [4], [5]
C N r  Nt  E{log 2 [det(I Nt 


Nt

H N r  Nt H HN r  Nt )]}

(3.19)

where H N  N is the MIMO channel matrix, N t and N r are number of transmit and receive
r

t

antennas, respectively. The subscripts in (3.19) are dropped hereafter for notation
convenience.
In order to focus on the characterization of a multi-port antenna, we assume the multi-port
antenna under test is at the receive side and that the transmit antennas are ideal in the sense
that they all have 100% efficiency and no correlation. The ergodic capacity including overall
antenna effect can be expressed as
C  E{log 2 [det(I 


Nt

( R1/ 2 H w )(R1/2 H w ) H )]}  E{log 2 [det(I 


Nt

RH w H wH )]}

(3.20)

where Hw denotes spatially white MIMO channel with i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries. Hw is
2
normalized so that its Frobenius norm satisfies E  H w F   Nt N r . The physical meaning of


this normalization is that every sub-channel (entry of the channel matrix) should have unity
average channel gain so that only small-scale fading comes into play.
From (3.20) it is easy to show that R is a sufficient statistic of the capacity. As shown in the
previous section, R (3.16) can be constructed from embedded far-field functions and
efficiencies of the multi-port antenna. Since embedded radiation efficiencies obtained from
the AC measurement is based on measured embedded far-field functions as well, the
corresponding method is referred to as the embedded far-field function method. For a powerbalanced multi-port antenna with a scalar embedded radiation efficiency of eemb, R becomes
eembΦ , and (3.20) reduces to [17]
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C  E{log 2 [det(I 

 eemb
Nt

ΦH w H wH )]}

(3.21)

where Φ is given in (3.16). Up to this point, the embedded far-field function method in [17]
has been extended to arbitrary multi-port antennas. Based on the generalized method, MIMO
capacity of any multi-port antenna can be calculated based on measurements in an AC.
Mutual coupling effects exist ubiquitously in multi-port antennas. It has effects on both the
embedded radiation efficiency and the correlation (and therefore on diversity gain and
capacity). The presented diversity and capacity formulations so far have dealt with mutual
coupling implicitly via embedded radiation efficiencies and embedded far-field functions,
which are measured at the corresponding ports with the other ports being terminated with 50ohm loads. In the following subsection, another method that explicitly deals with the mutual
coupling is presented and compared with the embedded far-field function method.

3.3.2

Comparison with Z-Parameter Method

For analysis convenience, open-circuit (o.c.) far-field functions (and o.c. correlations) of
multi-port antennas are often employed in the literature, e.g. [83]-[88]. In this case, the mutual
coupling has to be addressed explicitly. Often the mutual coupling effects are included via
antenna and load impedance matrices. Due to this reason, this method is referred to as Zparameter method [83]. Using the Z-parameter method, the MIMO channel that includes the
overall antenna effect can be expressed as
oc 1/2
1
H  2 rR rT R1/2
L (Z L  Z R ) H RT

(3.22)

where RL and RT (rT and rR) are respectively the resistances of the transmit and receive multi,1/2
and Φ oc
denoting the o.c.
port (single-port) antennas, H oc  Φ oc
H wΦToc ,1/2 with Φ oc
R
R
R
correlation matrices, which can be calculated using the last equation in (3.16) by replacing the
embedded far-field functions with corresponding o.c. far-field functions. The derivation of
(3.22) is shown in Appendix C.

Figure 3.15: Equivalent circuit of parallel dipoles [93].
Despite the popularity of the Z-parameter method in MIMO antenna literatures, it is found
that the channel normalizations in different literatures differ with each other, which may cause
confusions. The derivation of (3.22), in Appendix C, follows the same physical normalization
as (3.15), and therefore enables fair comparison with the embedded far-field function method.
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Also note that this thesis assumes Kronecker (channel) model, i.e. separable transmit and
receive correlations. The Kronecker model was first conjectured in [90], [91], then verified by
simulations [92] and measurements [8]-[10]. It is pointed out in [11], however, that the
Kronecker model does not hold for MIMO systems with more than four antennas at either
side. Nevertheless, this thesis only considers portable MIMO terminals whose antennas are
usually limited to a number that is smaller than four. Therefore, it is assumed that Kronecker
model holds throughout this thesis.
In order to compare the embedded far-field function method with the Z-parameter method,
two parallel half-wavelength dipoles (see Fig. 3.15 for its equivalent circuit) are used as an
example. The dipole antennas are used as receive antennas, and two ideal antennas are used at
the transmit side. The isolated (o.c.) and embedded far-field functions of the dipoles are,
respectively [62], [94]
2C  cos( / 2 cos  )
d
Gi ( ,  )  ˆ k
exp( jk i sin  sin  ),
k sin 
2
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G emb ,2 ( ,  )  G1 ( ,  ) I 2  G2 ( ,  ) I1.

where i = 1, 2, d1 = d , d2 = d, Ck   jk 4 , and  is the free-space wave impedance.
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Figure 3.16: Ergodic capacities at 13-dB SNR in an isotropic scattering environment with Zparameter method and embedded far-field function method.
Note that in general the isolated far-field functions and the corresponding o.c. ones are not the
same for arbitrary antennas. They are the same when the antenna in question can be regarded
as minimum-scattering antenna [96], which approximately holds with good accuracy for a
half-wavelength dipole. Also note that for notation convenience, the EM vector expressions
are used here for the antenna patterns, instead of the otherwise sparse vectors as shown in
(3.16). From simple circuit theory, when the excitation current at the port 1 is unity, i.e. I1 = 1,
I2 = -Z12/(Z11+Zs). The embedded radiation efficiencies can therefore be calculated as
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The analytical expressions for the self- and mutual-impedances of the parallel dipoles can be
found in [95]. Fig. 3.16 shows the ergodic capacities (as functions of dipole separation) in an
isotropic scattering environment (e.g. RCs) at 13-dB SNR with 50-ohm loads using both the
Z-parameter and embedded far-field function methods. As expected, both methods result in
the same capacity values.
It is shown in [97], using the example of parallel dipoles, that both methods give identical
correlation coefficients under different matching conditions. The Z-parameter method is often
used because it facilitates the analysis of impedance matching on the MIMO capacity. In
certain simplified cases, it is possible to derive optimal impedances (w.r.t. the ergodic
capacity) based on the gradient-based optimization [98]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to
measure o.c. far-field functions in practice and that the Z-parameter method is only valid for
antennas with little ohmic losses. Therefore, the embedded far-field function method is more
suitable for measurement-based evaluations.

3.3.3

S-Parameter Method

Analogous to the Z-parameter method, a slight modification of the far-field function method
which involves free-space scattering-parameters (S-parameters) of the antennas, i.e. Sparameter method, is presented in this subsection. Like the Z-parameter method, this method
only holds for antennas with little ohmic losses. Nevertheless, since the free-space Sparameters can be easily measured with a good accuracy in an AC, the S-parameter method is
much easier to use compared with the far-field function method, provided the AUT has
negligible ohmic losses.
The S-parameter method differs from the embedded far-field function method only in
calculations of the embedded radiation efficiencies and the correlation coefficients of an Nport antenna. The former and letter can be expressed respectively as [99]-[101]
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.

(3.25)

Figure 3.17: Photo of the two-port portable antenna used for verifying S-parameter method.
As a result, the capacity can be calculated using the S-parameter method with only measured
S-parameters and numerically generated random channel realizations (cf. Section 3.3.1 and
[89]).
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Figure 3.18: Ergodic MIMO capacity. The curves show the degradation from the theoretical
maximum due to embedded element efficiency and correlation, evaluated using
S-parameter method, and agreement with capacity based on RC measurement.
Since the Eleven antenna has a nonzero ohmic loss, it cannot be used to verify the Sparameter method. Instead, a narrowband portable two-port antenna (see Fig. 3.17) which has
negligible ohmic losses is used. It has a resonating frequency of 1.6 GHz. Other detailed
information about the antenna can be found in [102]. Measurement of this antenna was done
in the Bluetest HP RC with the same measurement setup (i.e. 20 platform positions, 10 stirrer
plate positions, and three wall antennas) as before (cf. Section 3.2.3). For the MIMO capacity
evaluation, the three wall antennas in the RC are regarded as three transmit antennas, the AUT
(in this case the Eleven antenna) is regarded as receive antenna. Therefore, instead of 600
channel samples per frequency point as for diversity measurement in the RC, there are 200
MIMO channel samples per frequency point. Due to the fact that the AUT has a bandwidth
slightly larger than 10 MHz w.r.t -10 dB |S11|, the frequency stirring bandwidth is set to 10
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MHz (for the reason given in Section 3.1). Thus, there are 2000 MIMO channel samples for
the capacity evaluation.
The (normalized) measured MIMO channel is
H  H meas

Pref .

(3.26)

The S-parameters of the AUT was conveniently measured in the AC at Chalmers. In order to
see the effects of the total embedded radiation efficiency and the correlation coefficient on the
capacity, the ergodic MIMO capacities for the following four cases are plotted in Fig. 3.18:
assuming 100% efficiency and zero correlation (i.e. ideal AUT with i.i.d. channels); including
the measured efficiency; and including both efficiency and correlation; and the ergodic
MIMO capacity obtained from the measured channel samples in the RC using (3.19). It is
seen that the total embedded radiation efficiency reduces the capacity, and that the correlation
reduces it further, and that the S-parameter method results in an excellent agreement with the
RC measurement. Besides giving illustrations of the efficiency and correlation effects on the
MIMO capacity, Fig. 3.18 also verified the S-parameter method. Note that there are 2000
numerically generated random i.i.d. channel realizations for the S-parameter method in order
to make a fair comparison with the RC measurement.

3.3.4

RC and AC Measurement Results

For a general comparison between the measured MIMO capacities in the RC and the AC, the
Eleven antenna is used (for the same reason as that given in Section 3.2.2). The far-field
function method is used for the AC measurement-based evaluation. Actually, the
measurements are the same as the corresponding diversity measurements in the RC and the
AC (cf. 3.2.3). In other words, the same measurement data (from diversity measurements) are
used here for MIMO capacity evaluations. The comparisons of embedded radiation
efficiencies and correlation magnitudes based on the AC and RC measurements are shown in
Figs. 3.11 and 3.12. As explained in the previous subsection (assuming the three wall
antennas as three transmit antennas), instead of 12000 channel samples as for the diversity
evaluation, there are 4000 MIMO channel samples (including a 20-MHz frequency stirring)
for the capacity evaluation. For fair comparison between RC and AC measurements, 4000
random MIMO channel realizations are generated numerically for the embedded far-field
function method that are used for the evaluation of the AC measurement. Fig. 3.19 shows the
ergodic capacities of the two-port and three-port Eleven antennas as functions of frequency at
10-dB SNR based on the AC and RC measurements. Again good agreements are observed.
Note that for better illustrations, the corresponding ergodic capacity values of ideal antennas
(with i.i.d. channels) are not plotted in the same figure. Since the ideal case values are
independent of frequency, a single value for each case is given in the caption of Fig. 3.19.
The (estimated) ergodic capacity is the average of all the instantaneous capacity estimates.
Since the instantaneous capacity depends on the channel state, it is itself a random variable.
Therefore, a closer look at the capacity would be comparisons of the empirical CDF of the
instantaneous capacity. Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 show the empirical CDFs of the capacities of the
two-port and three-port Eleven antennas, respectively, at a few frequencies (i.e. 3, 5, and 7.5
GHz) with 10-dB SNR. As expected, there are acceptable agreements, in general, between the
empirical CDFs. At the frequencies where mismatches occur (e.g. f = 3 GHz for the two-port
Eleven antenna), the corresponding ergodic capacities deviate from each other. For
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comparisons, the empirical CDFs of the corresponding ideal antennas (with i.i.d. channels)
are also calculated and plotted. As mentioned earlier, the capacity degradation is mainly due
to the ohmic loss introduced by the 180° hybrids (and the strong mutual coupling between P1
and P2 of the three-port Eleven antenna).
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of ergodic capacities of two-port and three-port Eleven antennas
from AC and RC, both at 10-dB SNR. The corresponding ideal two-port and
three-port antennas (with i.i.d. channels) have ergodic capacities of 6.0 and 8.2
bps/Hz, respectively.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of empirical CDFs of capacities (at different frequencies) of twoport Eleven antennas from anechoic AC and RC, all at SNR of 10 dB.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of empirical CDFs of capacities (at different frequencies) of threeport Eleven antenna from AC and RC, all at SNR of 10 dB.
It is non-trivial to determine the capacity (and diversity) measurement uncertainty, for it
requires, in principle, many independent repetitions of the same measurement procedure many
times. Given the fact that the embedded far-field function measurement for one port of the
Eleven antenna took 10 hours in the DTU AC, and that the measurement is costly, thus no
effort is exerted in determining the capacity measurement uncertainty by repeated
measurements. Instead, Monte Carlo simulations are used based on a priori knowledge of the
efficiency measurement uncertainty in each chamber.
For heuristic purpose, the power-balanced two-port Eleven antenna is used as an example for
the analysis of the capacity uncertainty. It is shown from (3.21) that the capacity depends on
the antenna efficiency and the correlation. Thus, the uncertainty of the capacity measurement
depends on the uncertainty of the efficiency and correlation measurements. At the high SNR
regime, the capacity is given by [5],
C  K log 2  eff  o(1)

(3.27)

where  eff   eemb is the effective SNR, K denotes the rank of H, and o(1) vanish at the high
SNR. While the correlation implicitly affects the capacity via K, the efficiency uncertainty
affects the capacity explicitly by  eff  eemb , where eemb is the estimated efficiency error.
Using the Taylor expansion of (3.27), the estimated capacity error can easily be derived as

C 

K / ln 2

 eff

 eff 
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Figure 3.22: STD of simulated capacity due to efficiency uncertainty in RC (left) and AC
(right).
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Figure 3.23: STD between measured capacities in RC and AC evaluated over the frequency
band of 2-8 GHz.
It can be seen from (3.28) that the uncertainty (STD) of the capacity is proportional to the
uncertainty (STD) of the efficiency. Based on this observation and given the fact that the
uncertainties of measured antenna efficiencies in both chamber are known empirically, it is
possible to determine the uncertainty based on (3.21) using numerically generated random
channel realizations. The STD of the efficiencies measured in the Bluetest RC is less than 0.5
dB [103], whereas in the AC at DTU it is stated to be approximately 0.2 dB [104]. Random
efficiency errors with the corresponding uncertainties are introduced separately for ergodic
capacity calculations at different SNRs for both chambers. By repeating this procedure 50
times, the STDs of the estimated capacity errors are estimated for both chambers. Fig. 3.22
shows the contributions of the efficiency uncertainties to the capacity measurement
uncertainties for the RC (left) and the AC (right). Although obtained via numerical
simulations, the simulated capacity uncertainty (as a function of SNR) has similar trend of the
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measured one (see Fig. 3.23) that is calculated as follow: assume the measurement errors in
different chambers are independent and that the channel is wide sense stationary in the
frequency domain (i.e. US assumption), the total uncertainties from both chambers can be
obtained by calculating the standard derivations (STDs) of their capacity differences averaged
in the frequency domain.
From both the measured and simulated capacity uncertainties (Figs. 3.23 and 3.22), it is seen
that the capacity measurement uncertainty increases as increasing SNR, which is reasonable,
since the efficiency error is multiplied by the SNR in the capacity formula (3.21). Moreover,
it is found that the capacity STD slope (as a function of SNR) is approaching zero
asymptotically (at the high SNR regime). This can be explained from (3.28), where it is
shown that the capacity measurement error is independent of the SNR (yet proportional to the
relative error of the antenna efficiency) at the high SNR regime.
It is shown in [105] that capacities depend on correlations only via Frobenius norms of
covariance matrices. As a simple corollary, capacities depend on correlation magnitudes
rather than (complex) correlations themselves. Hence, for the simulation of the correlation
uncertainty contribution, only real-valued random correlation errors are generated. The STD
(over frequency) of correlation difference between the RC and AC measurements is 0.08,
which means that the correlation STD in either chamber is smaller than 0.08. The capacity
STD due to the correlation uncertainty of 0.08 STD is obtained using a similar simulation
procedure. It shows that the contribution from the correlation uncertainty is much smaller than
the contribution from the efficiency uncertainty [106]. There are other minor contributions to
the system error, such as VNA calibration drifting during the measurement, hardware
calibration error, the perfect symmetric assumption of the Eleven antenna (cf. Sections 3.2.2
and 3.2.3), etc. However, the efficiency uncertainty in the RC is found to be the major
contribution to the capacity uncertainty. And therefore, more effort should be exerted on
improving the accuracy of the efficiency measurement for RC designs, which is discussed in
the next chapter.
The better accuracy of the AC measurement is at the expense of the prolonged measurement
time (that is almost 7 times longer than that of the RC measurement), and that the accuracy of
the RC measurement is reasonably small already. Note that the good efficiency accuracy in
the AC is based on the fact that the Eleven antenna is directive. For non-directive portable
antennas (e.g. mobile phone antennas), the efficiency accuracy in the AC will degrade
(becomes more or less the same as, if not worse than, that in the RC), whereas the 0.5-dB
efficiency uncertainty in the RC holds for non-directive small antennas as well. This is
because that the efficiency measurement in the AC relies on the antenna radiation pattern,
where a directive radiation pattern is desirable, while the efficiency measurement in the RC
depends on the measured power level, which is less dependent of the antenna pattern (actually
non-directive antennas are more favorable for RC measurements). Therefore, for nondirective antennas, the superiority of the AC measurement will vanish.
Note that the 0.5-dB efficiency uncertainty in the RC is for the normal measurement setup
(i.e. 20 platform positions, 10 stirrer plate positions, and three wall antennas) that has been
used in this thesis so far for the Bluetest HP RC measurement. In the next chapter, it will be
shown that the measurement uncertainty depends on the measurement setup, and that by
increasing the stirrer positions up to a maximum independent number (that is frequency
dependent), a better accuracy can be achieved. Also note that the improved measurement
accuracy in that case is at the expanse of the prolonged measurement time.
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3.4

Throughput Measurement

The RC has been used for active mobile phone measurements [23], [107]. It is shown in [108]
that such BER-based measurement become similar to those measured in real-life
environments provided that the chamber is appropriately loaded. The throughput of the multiantenna system has been measured in [21], [22], [24]. This section is a brief documentation of
the findings in [21], where interested readers can find more details. Here some alternative
interpretations of the throughput model is presented based on the information-theoretic model:
The outage theorems in [109] show that, with powerful hybrid-automatic-repeat-request (HARQ) coding [110], the frame error rate can be well approximated by the (instantaneous)
capacity’s outage probability. This motivates and confirms the threshold receiver [113]
proposed in [21]. Based on this assumption, the throughput is basically the multiplication of
the maximum transmission rate and the complementary CDF of the capacity.
The throughput measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3.24. The RC in use is an upgraded
version of the Bluetest HP RC, i.e. Bluetest RTS60 RC [35] (comparisons of these two RCs
are given in the next chapter). A commercial communication test instrument was used as the
base station simulator. The DUT is the Huawei E398 LTE USB dongle with external radio
frequency (RF) ports for OTA tests. The USB dongle was located in a separate shielded box
outside the RC. It is connected with two discone antennas (via RF cables) that are located
inside the RC. For the sake of modeling simplification, the two discone antennas are
orthogonally placed with sufficient separation, so that the antennas can be regarded as
uncorrelated. Note that the dongle’s built-in antennas are not connected once the external RF
ports are used. To simplify the analysis even more, the OTA testing system was constraint to
the 1×2 MISO and the 2×1 SIMO. Instead of the step-wise stirring sequence that is used in all
the previous measurements, this measurement setup uses the continuous stirring sequence for
faster measurements. That is the plate stirrers and the turn-table platform inside the RC are
continuously moving during the measurement. Furthermore, during the measurement, the RC
is loaded to achieve a RMS delay spread of 90 ns (corresponding to 3-MHz coherence
bandwidth [27]). The 3-MHz coherence bandwidth is motivated by the work of Jung [111],
where it was shown by extensive real-life measurements that typical indoor environments
usually have a coherence bandwidth of about 3 MHz. Measurements were performed on the
LTE band 7, i.e. channel 3100 (2655 MHz), with a bandwidth of 10 MHz. The OTA testing
system was set to a fixed modulation of 64 QAM with a maximum rate of 24 Mbps.

Figure 3.24: Throughput measurement setup in RC.
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Figure 3.25: Relative throughput models (dotted and dash-dotted curves) from one receive
antenna (SISO) to two receive antennas (SIMO) and finally include different
frequency diversity orders, i.e. SIMO + OFDM (frequency diversity order),
against that of the measured one (solid curve).
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Figure 3.26: Measured (solid curves) and modeled (dotted curves) relative throughput for
different cases of power imbalances between the two receive branches of the
USB dongle. The dB values in the bracket denotes the effective radiation
efficiencies of the receive antenna including different attenuators.
The SIMO and MISO simplifications make the MRC and maximum ratio transmission (MRT)
suitable models to predict the measured throughput. However, the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) technique (that is introduced in [112] first) used in the LTE
system has to be taken care of. The OFDM effectively partition the wideband channel into
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subchannels each with a smaller bandwidth. Hence, intuitively the number of effective (or
uncorrelated) subchannels can be approximated by dividing the system bandwidth (10 MHz)
by the coherence bandwidth (3 MHz). However, as can be seen from the definition of the
coherence bandwidth (cf. Section 2.1), two subchannels with a separation larger (but not
much larger) than 3 MHz still have a nonzero correlation. Moreover, the channel partition by
OFDM is not strictly performed in the frequency domain (but rather in tone-domain defined
by discrete Fourier transformation) [50]. Given these facts, the actual effective subchannel
number (or equivalently the frequency diversity order) must be found out empirically.
Fig. 3.25 shows the measured relative throughput against different throughput model
with/without the MRC and the OFDM. It shows that by assuming a frequency diversity order
of 2 (i.e. two effective subchannels) together with the MRC, the relative throughput can be
accurately estimated. Note that a similar MRC and OFDM model has been used in [114] to
emulate the throughput of a 2×1 SIMO system in Nakagami-m fading environments.
Although the Nakagami-m fading includes Rayleigh fading (e.g. RCs) as a special case, the
result in [114] does not apply here in that [114] only studied uncoded BER performance,
where the advanced error-correcting coding existing in the LTE system is not considered.
To further verify the presented model, the same measurement procedure is repeated with the
receive antennas connected with different attenuators. Fig. 3.26 shows the measured and
modeled relative throughputs for different antenna attenuations (i.e. 3 dB, 6 dB, and 10 dB).
Good agreements are observed. Interestingly, it can be seen that the SIMO (without
attenuator, i.e. 0 dB) and MISO throughputs differ by 3 dB at all throughput levels. This is
because the receiver has the CSI while the transmitter does not. In such a CSIT (CSI at the
transmitter) uninformed V-BLAST [3] system, the MISO communications can be built
reliably via space-time coding (e.g. Alamouti coding [115]), but a 3-dB receive power gain
(or using the communications term, array factor [6]) is lost compared with that of a CSIR
(CSI at the receiver) informed 2×1 SIMO system. Comparisons in Fig. 3.26 show that the
presented throughput model can well predict the measurement results.
As mentioned in the introduction, although the ultimate goal of this thesis is MIMO terminal
characterizations and tests as shown in this chapter, the measurement accuracy is of vital
importance, for an inaccurate measurement gives little useful information, or even worse,
leads to wrong conclusions. Therefore, the next chapter is devoted to characterizations of the
RC measurement uncertainty.
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4.

Measurement Uncertainty Characterizations

In this chapter the RC measurement uncertainty is studied in details. First a procedure for
assessing the (measurement) uncertainty is presented. Then, an uncertainty model is devised.
Measurements show that this uncertainty model can well predict the actual measurement
uncertainty.

4.1

Procedure of Uncertainty Assessment

The measurement uncertainty can be assessed by repeating the reference measurement (i.e.
measurement of the power transfer function using the reference discone antenna, cf. Section
2.1) several times with different positions and orientations of the reference antenna inside the
RC. Due to limitations of the RC space and the measurement time, three heights and three
orientations (vertically, horizontally and at 45 deg relative to the vertical) of the reference
antenna are chosen. Therefore, there are in total nine reference measurements for assessing
the measurement uncertainty for a certain loading at each frequency point. And the
uncertainty, for this loading condition, is characterized by the STD of the nine average power
transfer functions normalized by their mean. To evaluate the uncertainties for different
loading conditions, one needs to repeat the uncertainty assessment procedure with
corresponding loading conditions of the RC.

4.2

Uncertainty Model

Traditionally, it was believed that the RC measurement uncertainty (in terms of the STD σ)
depends solely on its independent sample numbers Nind,

  1/ N ind .

(4.1)

Equation (4.1) comes from the basic statistics, e.g. [74], assuming that the variance of the
individual sample has been normalized to one (for notation convenience and without loss of
generality, this section assumes that the samples are with a unity variance). Therefore,
pervious RC uncertainty studies only focus on the independent sample number, e.g. [116]. It
was first pointed out in [117] that the (Rician) K-factor represents a residual error in a RC
measurement, meaning that the RC accuracy cannot be improved by simply increasing
independent sample number and that the RC accuracy is limited by the K-factor, given
enough independent samples. Interestingly, it is found that the authors of [33] have used the
K-factor as an objective function (that is to be minimized) to optimize their RC mode-stirrers.
The original model presented in [117] was improved and presented in [35] with extensive
measurement validations. It is given as



 NLOS 

2

 K av 2  LOS 

2

1  K av 2

(4.2)

where  NLOS is the STD contribution from the stirred EM fields,  LOS is the STD from the
random line-of-sight (LOS) EM fields, and Kav is the average K-factor defined in [34]. Note
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that σ in this thesis is presented in dB as

 dB  5log[(1   ) / (1   )].

(4.3)

The dB transformation defined in (4.3) ensures a close-to-linear mapping when σ is small,
which helps the visualization of the STD plots that are shown in Section 4.3. Note that similar
dB transformation was used in [118] to represent the STD of the fading signal. Each of the
ingredients of (4.2) is studied in the following subsections separately.

Figure 4.1:

Mode distribution near resonating frequency in RC: stationary mode-stirrer
(left); moving mode-stirrer (right).

4.2.1

Stirred Fields and Independent Sample Number

Ideally, EM fields in a RC can be expanded into orthogonally perturbed mode functions.
These perturbed modes satisfy the boundary condition on mode stirrers as well as on cavity
walls. The mode stirrers have the effect of shifting the eigen-frequencies of the EM modes, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Fig. 4.1 (left) is a two-dimensional (2-D) view of the mode distribution
(represented by dots) when mode-stirrers in the RC are stationary, where k0  2 f 0 / c is the
wave number corresponding to resonant frequency f 0 , with speed of light denoted as c. In
practice, RCs always have finite Q-factors due to different losses [54], corresponding to a
non-zero average mode bandwidth f [27]. With one excitation at f 0 all the modes falling
within the spherical shell k will be excited. f is related to the thickness of k as
k  2f / c . With moving mode-stirrers in the RC, the eigenmodes shift as shown in Fig.
4.1 (right). The amount of shift of the eigenmodes depends on the size, geometry, and moving
sequence of the mode-stirrers. An effective mode-stirrer means the shift of the mode is large
enough for it to be shifted in or out of the shell. In this way, the number of independent
samples increases. As Wu [36] postulated, the key mechanism behind an effective modestirrer lies in the shifting of the eigen-frequencies. Therefore, it is necessary to define a
mechanical stirring bandwidth, Bmech, to quantify the effectiveness of the mode-stirrers. Due
to imperfect EM stirring of the mode stirrers, the EM fields in a RC can be partitioned as
stirred and unstirred components. Obviously, the stirred components in the RC, which is
Gaussian distributed [12], can be expressed as

 NLOS  1/ N ind .
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(4.4)

The number of independent samples Nind can be determined primarily by the number of
independent modes, which is related to the average mode bandwidth [27] and the mechanical
bandwidth in the RC,
N mode

Vf 2 8
( Bmech  f )

c3

(4.5)

where the factor in front of the bracket is the well-known Weyl’s formula, which well
approximate the mode density [14]. However, it is non-trivial to determine Bmech in that it is
believed to be sensitive to the chamber loading and the frequency and that it depends on mode
stirring methods and sequences, shapes of mode-stirrers, and the shape of the chamber. As a
result, a detailed study of Bmech is not available in the literature yet (except for [119], where
the objective function for the stirrer is chosen to be the lowest frequency with a certain
uncorrelated samples, which does not fit into the present uncertainty model). Therefore this
thesis resorts to a simplified independent sample model (and the study of Bmech is left for
future work):
N ind  M plate M pf ,ind M ant

(4.6)

where Mplate is to the number of plate positions (or plate stirring number), Mant is the number
of antennas used for the polarization (or multi-probe) stirring, and Mpf,ind is the number of
independent platform positions that was found to be bounded according to
2 R sin(2 / M pf ) M pf


M pf ,ind  max 8, min  M pf ,
c / 2



 
 .
 

(4.7)

Equation (4.7) is an extension of the formula introduced in [33], where Mpf is the number of
platform positions, R is the radius of the circle along which the reference antenna moves
during the measurement, and  is a parameter that needs to be determined empirically when
the far-field function of the AUT is unknown. Note that since λ and λi have been reserved to
representations of the eigenvalues (cf. Section 3.2) by following the notion convention of the
matrix analysis, e.g. [81], the EM wavelength is denoted as λc here. The interpretation of (4.7)
is that the independent platform position number is first upper bounded by the maximum
independent platform number, and then lower bounded by a factor of 8. The maximum
independent platform number is obtained by dividing the arc length that the reference antenna
traveled by the coherence distance (or correlation length [39]). It is shown that the coherence
distance for an isotropic antenna in the RC is c / 2 [39], but it differs for practical antennas
with non-isotropic far-field functions [25], [40], [41]. Hence  is introduced to take the
reference antenna into account. Note that since the reference discone antenna is not very
directive, the corresponding  was found to be 0.7 by curve fitting against the measured
STDs. The factor of 8 in (4.7) comes from the fact that most of the EM wave in the RC can be
decomposed into 8 plane waves [14].
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4.2.2

Unstirred Fields and Average K-factor

It is shown in [32]-[34] that RCs can be loaded to emulate Rician fading environments, while
an unloaded RC with properly designed mode-stirrers has a negligible K-factor when the
transmit and receive antennas are not pointed towards each other [32] or non-directive [34].
Interestingly, the Rician distribution due to an unstirred component in a RC was previously
studied in [120] but from an EMC point-of-view. For active OTA tests, it is often necessary to
load the RC in order to have a desired coherence bandwidth (cf. Section 3.4). Therefore, Kfactors (small as they might be) exist ubiquitously in various active OTA tests. The Rician Kfactor is defined as the power ratio of the unstirred components to the stirred components
[49],
K

E H 

2

(4.8)

var[ H ]

where H is the channel transfer function in the RC (cf. Section 2.1), and var denotes the
variance. Note that the unstirred components consists both LOS components and unstirred
multipath components (UMCs) [32], since the UMC has the same effect as the LOS
component in a (passive) RC measurement, both of them are referred to as LOS components
in this thesis. Also note that in the literatures various moment-based approaches (that utilize
the signal magnitude only), e.g. [122], were used for the K-factor estimation; the CRB [67] on
the estimation error of this kind of estimators diverges as the K-factor approaches zero [123]
(meaning that reliable a K-factor estimation using the moment-based approach is impossible
when the K-factor is small). On the other hand, the CRB for the estimator (4.8) goes to zero as
the K-factor vanishes; and it is strictly smaller than that of the moment-based estimator [123],
meaning that the performance of (4.8) surpasses that of its moment-based counterpart. This is
quite intuitive since the estimator (4.8) uses both the magnitude and phase information of the
signal, which cannot be worse than the case where only signal magnitude is available. Since
the magnitude and phase information can be obtained readily in a VNA measurement, (4.8) is
used for the K-factor estimation in this chapter.
Because of the traditional definition of the K-factor, i.e. (4.8), the LOS components are
usually regarded as deterministic. However, due to the (step-wise) rotation of the turn-table
platform in the RC, at each platform position there is an associated K-factor that is different
from the other ones with large probability. In other words, the LOS component associated
with a moving antenna can be regarded as a random variable. Due to this reason, an average
K-factor is proposed [34],
M pf M ant

K av 



En  H 



varn [ H ]

n 1
M pf M ant
n 1

2

(4.9)

where the subscript n in both E and var denotes an ensemble average over the subset
(enumerated by n, i.e. the random channel associated with a fixed platform position and a
fixed wall antenna) of the total sample set. Since the distribution of the LOS component is
unknown, a good guess of it would be Gaussian. And under the Gaussian assumption, the
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STD contribution from the random LOS components can be expressed as

 LOS  1 / M LOS ,ind

(4.10)

where MLOS,ind is the number of independent samples of the platform and wall antenna
samples, which is given as
M LOS ,ind  M pf M ant ,ind

(4.11)

where Mant,ind is the effectively independent wall antenna number for the LOS case. Mant,ind =
Mant when the wall antennas are separated by at least half-wavelength (e.g. in HP Bluetest
RC); Mant,ind = 1 when they are co-located (e.g. in RTS60 Bluetest RC that is shown in the
next section).
By now, the uncertainty model has been presented. In the next section, this model will be
verified by measurements in two Bluetest RCs.

4.3

Measurements and Results

In order to verify the uncertainty model presented in the previous section, extensive
measurements in two chambers are performed. One chamber is the Bluetest HP RC that has
been used mostly in this thesis; the other chamber is the Bluetest RTS60 RC that has been
used for throughput measurement in Section 3.4. Basically, the RTS60 RC is an upgraded
version of the HP RC (see Fig. 2.2). Need to say that the RTS60 is designed based on the
knowledge that the K-factor degrades the measurement accuracy. As a result, the three wall
antennas in the RTS60 RC are co-located (but with orthogonal polarizations) at one corner of
the RC with a metallic shield blocking most of the LOS components. Moreover, two enlarged
plate stirrers are equipped in the new RC (one moving horizontally along ceiling and the other
one moving vertically along a wall).
Measurements are performed from 500 to 3000 MHz in both of the RCs separately by
following the uncertainty assessment procedure (cf. Section 4.1). For the reference
measurements, the measurement setup (or stirring sequence) of the HP RC is chosen such
that: The turn-table platform was moved to 20 positions equally spaced by 18°, and for each
platform position the two plates simultaneously moved to 50 positions (equally spanned on
the total distances that they can move along the walls). At each stirrer position and for each
wall antenna a full frequency sweep was performed by the VNA with a frequency step of 1
MHz, during which the channel transfer functions are sampled as a function of frequency and
stirrer position. And the same procedure is repeated for three loading conditions. Such
measurements take at least one week. In order to reduce the measurement time, the
measurement setup in the RTS60 RC is almost the same except that the plate positions are
limited to 25, and the frequency step is set to 2 MHz. Thus, measurements in the RTS60 RC
have half of the (mechanical) stirring samples and approximately half of the frequency points
of that of the HP RC, i.e. for each loading and reference antenna placement, the HP RC
measurements result in 3000 samples at each of the 2501 frequency points, while the RTS60
RC measurements result in 1500 samples at each of the 1251 frequency points.
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Fig. 4.2 shows the average K-factors (4.9) measured at both RCs, where load0, load1, and
load2 correspond to empty, loading1, and loading2, respectively, as described in Section 2.1.
The K-factor in the RTS60 RC is reduced significantly at low frequencies. Note that for better
illustrations, a 20-MHz frequency smoothing is performed to the average K-factors before
plotting.
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Measured average K-factors in Bluetest HP RC (upper) and RTS60 RC (lower).
The solid curves are calculated directly from equation (4.9), whereas the dashed
curves are calculated by using the average K-factor for the load0 case, and
scaling it by the factors fload1 / fload0 and fload2 / fload0 for the load1 and load2 cases,
respectively, by using their proportionality to average mode bandwidth [32],
[35].
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(d)
Comparison of measured (solid) and modeled (dotted) STDs of the Bluetest HP
RC ((a) and (b)) and RTS60 RC ((c) and (d)).

Applying the uncertainty model (cf. Section. 4.2), the modeled STDs can be calculated and
compared with the measured ones (see Fig. 4.3). Note that any subset of the total measured
samples can be chosen for STD calculations at the post-processing stage. Here the subset of
one platform position, one wall antenna, and all the plat positions is chosen (see Figs. 4.3 (a)
and (c)), together with the total set of samples (see Figs. 4.3 (b) and (d)). Note that the RTS60
RC has only half of the samples of that of the HP RC in either case. Therefore, these plots are
shown not for the sake of measurement accuracy comparisons, but for testing the uncertainty
model. It can be seen from Fig. 4.3 that the uncertainty model can well predict the measured
STD when MLOS,ind (4.11) is large, and that it overestimates the STD when MLOS,ind = 1. This
observation makes sense in that when MLOS,ind is small, (4.10) is not a good approximation of
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the STD contribution from the random LOS components, which results in mismatches in the
prediction. Nevertheless, it is shown that with a sufficient MLOS,ind number, the uncertainty
model approximates the true values with great accuracy.
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Comparison of measured (solid) and modeled (dotted) STDs of the Bluetest HP
RC ((a)-(c)) and RTS60 RC ((d)-(f)). The plots show variation of STD with
different number of platform positions ((a) and (d)), number of chamber
antennas ((b) and (e)), and number of plate positions ((c) and (f)).
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Uncertainty comparison of RTS60 (solid) and HP (dashed) RCs. Note that for
fair comparison, the STDs are calculated using 3 wall antennas, 20 platform
positions, and 25 plate positions for both chambers.

Fig. 4.4 shows how sensitive the STD is to decreasing the number of platform positions, wall
antennas, and plate positions (with the first two being studied in [124] already). These curves
were obtained from the measured samples by selecting every second, third or fourth of the
collected samples. Good agreements are observed, in particular for the cases with many stirrer
positions and for small loads. Note that for better illustrations, a 50-MHz frequency
smoothing is performed to the STDs before plotting.
In order to compare the uncertainties of the two RCs, the plate position number of the HR RC
measurements is reduced to 25 by selecting every other plate positions from its total data set.
Fig. 4.5 shows the comparisons for all the three loads. The improvement of the improved RTS
chamber is clearly observed especially for loaded RCs.
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5.

Conclusions

In this thesis, reverberation chambers are characterized for various OTA measurements, with
MIMO terminal measurements as the main focus. A brief overview of this thesis is given in
Chapter 1.
In Chapter 2, channel characterizations are performed in order to estimate the coherence
bandwidth, the delay spread, and the Doppler spread [46]-[50] of the RC channel, for
applications of active OTA measurements [21]-[24]. It is found that the coherence bandwidth
and the average mode bandwidth are approximately the same [27] and that the RMS delay
spread is proportional to the decay time in the RC. As the average mode bandwidth and the
decay time in a RC can be easily calculated, they turn out to be computationally cheaper
alternatives for channel characterizations, compared with the coherence bandwidth and the
RMS delay spread, respectively. More importantly, it is found that the channel in a RC can be
controlled (to be flat or frequency-selective fading depending on the bandwidth of the
operating system) by simply loading the RC [27]. In addition, a method to estimate the
Doppler spread using step-wise stationary stirring is presented [30]. With this method, one
can predict the Doppler spread at any frequency within the sweeping frequency range based
on a one-time measurement (as opposed to the traditional way of Doppler spread detection);
and the Doppler spreads corresponding to different stirrer (and/or DUT) speeds can be
obtained simply by a scaling factor. Using this method, one can readily determine the actual
stirrer (and/or DUT) speed needed to emulate a certain fading channel (slow or fast fading
again depending on the operating system bandwidth, or to be precise, the symbol duration) for
active OTA tests.
In Chapter 3, it is shown that the RC can be used to measure the antenna radiation efficiency
and the free-space reflection coefficient [65], as well as diversity gains and capacities of
multi-antenna systems [13], [15]-[17]. It is shown that, with the frequency stirring technique
[68], the free-space reflection coefficient of an antenna can be predicted in the RC with good
accuracy [61]. In the thesis, two methods are presented for MRC diversity gain (i.e. the
covariance-eigenvalue approach) and MIMO capacity (i.e. the embedded far-field function
method) calculations. Although the covariance-eigenvalue approach is not a new method (it
actually dates back to the 60s, e.g. [2]), its application in RC diversity measurements was
recognized in [16] due to its fact convergence rate, as opposed to the traditional empirical
CDF reading at 1% level [13]. Applying this method in RC diversity evaluations can either
improve measurement accuracy (with the same amount of measured samples) or reduce
measurement time (with reduced sample number) while keeping an acceptable accuracy.
Moreover, the computational robustness of this method is studied in Section 3.2.1 (see also
Appendix B). It is shown that, in spite of the apparent singularity, the method is robust for
stochastic measurement-based evaluations. The embedded far-field function method (that is
derived heuristically) is introduced mainly for the sake of capacity measurement comparison
with that of the AC measurement [17]. Since one can measure the composite channel
including overall antenna effect in the RC already, there seems no reason to extract the
embedded radiation efficiencies and the correlation coefficients of the multi-port antenna
from the measured channel samples in order to apply the embedded far-field method. Thus,
this method is mainly for capacity evaluations based on AC measurements. Nevertheless, this
method can be applied with slight modification (like the S-parameter method [89]) to test the
validity of the assume Kronecker channel model [90], [91] for a certain multi-antenna system.
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Indeed the Kronecker assumption in the RC (for small MIMO-size) is verified to some extent
in Section 3.3.3. In the literature, there is a popular method, i.e. the Z-parameter method, for
MIMO capacity evaluations including the overall antenna effect. The popularity of the Zparameter method [83]-[88] arises due to its convenience in analysis. Both methods are
compared numerically using the example of parallel dipoles in Section 3.3.2, where excellent
agreements are observed. Despite its analytical merit (w.r.t. analysis of antenna matching), the
Z-parameter method is not suitable for measurement-based evaluations in that it necessities
the lossless antenna assumption (or antennas with ohmic losses that can be explicitly calibrate
out, i.e. all the ohmic losses resides in the feeding cables of the antennas), which is
unfortunately a strong assumption, since in practice most antennas have ohmic losses residing
in the antenna itself which cannot be calibrated out. Therefore, the far-field function method
is used for AC measurement-based capacity evaluations in this thesis. Besides the MRC
diversity and MIMO capacity comparisons based on the RC and AC measurements, where
good agreements are observed, it is also shown that correlations of a multi-port antenna can
be estimated with acceptable accuracy in RC. Throughput measurements of an LTE dongle
are also performed in this chapter. Moreover, the throughput model presented in [21] is given
with an alternative information-theoretic interpretation [109], [110]. Simple as it is, the
throughout model can take the complicated LTE system (in the case of point-to-point
communications) into account (as opposed to the study of uncoded systems [114]), yielding
excellent predictions of the measured results.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to characterizations of the RC measurement uncertainty [35], [117],
[121], [124], because the measurement accuracy is of vital importance for both active and
passive OTA measurements. In this chapter, first an uncertainty assessment procedure is
proposed and applied later on for the STD calculations of the measured (normalized) power
transfer functions. Then an uncertainty model [35] is presented. On contrast to the previous
RC uncertainty studies, it is pointed out that the RC uncertainty is not only limited by the
maximum number of independent samples, but also by the K-factor (that arises often because
of the RC loading), and that the K-factor represents a residual error in a RC measurement.
Based on these insights, a new RC (i.e. Bluetest RTS60) is designed to have a reduced Kfactor. The uncertainty assessment measurements in the two RCs are performed and compared
with the presented uncertainty model. It is shown that the model can predict the measured
STD well provided that there are sufficient platform positions and independent wall antennas
(w.r.t. LOS components) in the measurement setup.
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Appendix A
Relation of Coherence Bandwidth and Delay Spread in
RC
The received voltage at the receive antenna in a RC can be expressed as
M

N 



Vr  cr  G(θ m , m )E mn

(A.1)

m=1 n=1



  



where E mn  E mn exp{mn }, with mn  j βt v  r - ωτ mn , is the complex amplitude of each

plane wave at the origin of the chosen coordinate system of the complex far-field function

  cos z is the
G(θ m ,m ) of the antenna, cr is a constant, r  sin  m cos m x  sin m y
m





angle of arrival (AoA) of the wave from mth direction, and mn is the phase of the incoming
plane wave from mth direction at nth delay time. The phase mn is assumed to vary with the

velocity vector v of the moving receive antenna, and  mn denotes the nth delay time of the
wave from mth direction, with   2 f .
Equation (A.1), can be separated into real and imaginary parts as

Vr = X + jY.

(A.2)

Assume two signals at different angular frequencies and delays, and let their amplitudes be
denoted respectively as
r1 =| Vr (ω1 , t) |= X12 + Y12 ,

(A.3)

r2 =| Vr (ω2 , t + t) |= X + Y .
2
2

2
2

The envelope correlation function can be expressed as
ρe =

R e  E [r1 ] E [r2 ]
{ E [r ]  ( E [r1 ])2 }{ E [r22 ]  ( E [r2 ])2 }
2
1

  4π 4π

,

(A.4)

R e =    r1r2 p(Ω1 ,Ω 2 ,r1 ,r2 )dΩ1dΩ 2 dr1dr2
0 0 0 0

where p(Ω1 ,Ω 2 ,r1 ,r2 ) is the joint probability distribution. While (A.4) is difficult to solve, a
good approximation of it is given by [47],
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ρe =

(E[X1X 2 ]) 2 + (E[X1Y2 ]) 2
(E[X12 ]) 2

(A.5)

with
 4π

E[X12 ] =   E 2mn cos 2 [βvtcos( )sin(θ) - ωt]dΩdτ =
0 0

E 02  4π
E 02

.
p(θ,
)p(τ)dΩdτ
=
2 0 0
2

(A.6)

Here it is assumed that the receive antenna is moving in x-direction with scalar speed v. Since
X 1 (in the RC) is zero mean Gaussian distributed [12], (A.6) is its variance, which for
notational simplicity is denoted as  2 .
 4π

E[X1X 2 ] = σ 2   cos[βvtcos( )sin(θ) - Δωt]p(θ, )p(τ)dΩdτ
0 0

 2π π

= σ 2    cos[βvtcos( )sin(θ)]
0 0 0

= σ2

1
1
τ
sinθdθd}cos(Δωt) exp(- )dτ
4π
στ
στ

sin(βvt) / (βvt)
1+ (Δω) 2 σ 2τ

(A.7)

where Δω = ω2 - ω1 .
 4π

E[X1Y2 ] = σ

2

  sin[βvtcos( )sin(θ) - Δωt]p(θ, )p(τ)dΩdτ
0 0

= σ 2 Δωσ τ

sin(βvt) / (βvt)
.
1+ (Δω) 2 σ 2τ

(A.8)

The term sin(βd) / (βd) is the spherical correlation function over the space of a RC [25].
Similarly,
E[X12 ] = E[Y12 ] = E[X 22 ] = E[Y22 ] = σ 2 ,
E[X1X 2 ] = E[Y1Y2 ], E[X1Y2 ] = -E[X 2 Y1 ].

(A.9)

Substituting (A.6)-(A.9) into (A.5),
[sin(βvt) / (βvt)]2
ρe =
.
1+ (Δω) 2 σ 2τ

(A.10)

In order to observe the relation between   2f and   , delay t is set to zero,
ρe =

1
1+ (Δω) 2 σ 2τ
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(A.11)

 and   determine the envelope correlation value. Thus the 50% coherence bandwidth
based on envelop correlation is

1
2πσ τ

Bce,50% =

with

(A.12)

1
1
= .
2 2
1+ (2πBce,50% ) σ τ 2

The signal correlation function is

ρ=


E[(X1 + jY1 )(X 2 + jY2 )* ]
(E[X12 ] + E[Y12 ])
E[X1X 2 ] + E[Y1Y2 ] - j(E[X1Y2 ] - E[X 2 Y1 ])
.
(E[X12 ] + E[Y12 ])

(A.13)

Similarly, the signal correlation function can be expressed as
ρ=

sin(βvt) 1- jΔωσ τ
.
βvt 1+ (Δω) 2 σ 2τ

(A.14)

The magnitude of the signal correlation function (when τ is set to zero) is
| ρ |=

1
1+ (Δω) 2 σ 2τ

.

(A.15)

Comparing (A.11) and (A.15), it is shown that the envelop correlation function equals the
square of the magnitude of signal correlation function,
ρ e =| ρ |2 .

With a threshold of 1

(A.16)

2 (  0.7) , (A.15) reduces to

Bcs,70% 

1
.
2π 

(A.17)

The 50% coherence bandwidth based on magnitude of signal correlation function is

Bcs,50% 

3
2π 

.

A general formula relating coherence bandwidth to different correlation thresholds is
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(A.18)

1
Bc 
2π 
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1 



2

2

.

(A.19)

Appendix B
Rectangular Doppler Spectrum
In an ideal isotropic-scattering RC, assume that the receive antenna travels along x-axis with a
constant speed. The complex envelope of the receive signal can then be modeled as a
summation of scattered signals from all directions:
N

V (t ) =  Am exp{j[  vt cos m sin  m - ωτ m }

(B.1)

m =1

where  is the wave number, ( m ,m ) ,  m , and Am are the AoA, delay time, and signal
amplitude from the mth path, respectively. With WSS assumption, the time ACF of the
received signal is:

R(t )  E[V (t )V * (t  t )] / E[| V (t ) |2 ].

(B.2)

Denote the PDF of elevation angle as p ( ) , (B.2) can be expressed as


J

R(t ) 

0

(  vt sin  ) p ( )d

(B.3)



where J0(·) is the Bessel function of the first kind of the 0th order. The Doppler spectrum is
[46]
Sd ( fd ) 

1

 f d ,max







p ( )
sin   ( f d / f d ,max ) 2
2

d

(B.4)

where the maximum Doppler frequency shift f d ,max  v /    v / 2 , and | f d | f d ,max , and
the Doppler frequency is
f d  f d ,max cos  sin  .

(B.5)

The conditional CDF of the f d provided that  is known can be expressed as

F ( f d |    )  P ( Fd  fd |    )
 P ( Fd  f d ,max cos  sin  |    )
 P (cos  

Fd
|   )
f d ,max sin 

a cos[ f d /( f d ,max sin  )]





p ( )d 



a cos[ f d /( f d ,max sin  )]
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p ( )d

(B.6)

where p ( ) is the PDF of azimuth angle, acos(·) is inverse cosine function. The conditional
PDF of f d is the derivative of (B.6),
p( f d | ) 



2

p ( )

f d ,max

sin   ( f d / f d ,max )2
2

1

1

 f d ,max sin   ( f d / fd ,max )2
2

.

(B.7)

d

(B.8)

The PDF of f d is


p( fd ) 

 p( f

d

| ) p ( )d





1



p ( )



 f d ,max  sin   ( f d / fd ,max )2
2

where | f d | f d ,max . Comparing (B.4) and (B.8), it is shown that the normalized Doppler
spectrum is the same with Doppler frequency PDF, which makes sense, since in the fading
channel a higher power in a certain Doppler frequency implies a larger likelihood of that
Doppler frequency.
The well-known Jake’s Model [46] assumes all AoAs are in the azimuth plane. Substituting
   /2 and p (   / 2)  1 into (B.8),

p( f d ) 

1

1

 f d ,max 1  ( fd / fd ,max )2

, | fd | fd ,max

(B.9)

which is identical to the power spectrum density (PSD) of the Jake’s Model.
In an ideal RC, i.e. a 3-D isotropic scattering environment where no particular direction is
preferred, one can assume that the receive antenna travels along z-axis for simplicity, in
which case f d  f d ,max cos . The CDF and PDF of f d are respectively
F ( f d )  P[    a cos( f / fd ,max )]
p( f d ) 

1

p [a cos( f d / fd ,max )]

f d ,max

1  ( f d / f d ,max )

2



1
2 f d ,max

, | f d | fd ,max

(B.10)
(B.11)

where p ( )  sin  / 2 for isotropic environment. Substituting p ( )  sin  / 2 into (B.3),
the autocorrelation function becomes
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R( t ) 

sin(  vt )
 vt

(B.12)

The Doppler spectrum, i.e. the Fourier transform of (B.12), is
Sd ( f d ) 

1
2 f d ,max
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, | f d |  f d ,max

(B.13)

Appendix C
Proof of Convergence in Distribution of EDG Obtained
Using Covariance-Eigenvalue Approach
To prove the convergence in distribution of EDG obtained using the covariance-eigenvalue
approach is equivalent to show that Lee’s formula converges to the true CDF when
eigenvalues approach to each other.
First we consider the case when N = 2, and i   (i = 1, 2). In this case, Lee’s formula
reduces to

FLee ( )  1 

1 exp( / 1 )  2 exp( / 2 )
.
1  2

(C.1)

The true CDF, i.e. the distribution of the MRC output of a two-port antenna with 100%
embedded radiation efficiencies and no correlation is
    
F ( )  1  exp    1   .
    

(C.2)

Namely, we need to show that FLee ( )  F ( ) as i   .

Proof: Without loss of generality, let 2   and 1     for any ε > 0 ( i   is
equivalent to   0 ), and substitute these into (C.1),
FLee ( )  1 



Denote f (   )  exp  
  

 
 
 
  

exp  
  exp      exp  
.

     
  
   

(C.3)


 , using the Taylor expansion to the first order,


f (   )  f (  ) 


 
exp       ( )
2

 

(C.4)

where  ( )  0 as   0 . Substitute (C.4) into (C.3),
 
 

 
  
 
lim FLee ( )  lim 1   2 exp       ( )   exp     2 exp       ( )  
 0
 0
 
  
 
 

  

 1


 
 
exp     exp     F ( ).
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(C.5)

□
It is, however, difficult to prove that Lee’s formula converges to the true CDF with arbitrary
antenna element number (and therefore arbitrary number of equal eigenvalues) from CDF
formula directly. This thesis resorts to characteristic function for a more general proof.
It is self-evident from (3.7) that  ( z ) converges as i   . Since  ( z ) is the Fourier
transform of the PDF of γ, to show that the limit of Lee’s formula converges to the true CDF
is equivalent to show the convergence of  ( z ) .

Proof: Let Fi (i = 1… N) be the CDF of γ when i eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the
diversity antenna are equal. Namely, F1 denotes Lee’s formula, and FN represents the classical
MRC output CDF with i.i.d. antenna branches. Due to bijection between CDF and
characteristic function, there exists one i ( z ) for each Fi uniquely. The Levy’s continuity
theorem [74] states that if 1 ( z ) converges to i ( z ) , then F1 converges to Fi.
□
This is an immediate but general proof, yet it is rather abstract, for this reason, the proof for N
= 2 case is kept for the sake of better convergence illustration.
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Appendix D
Derivation of Z-Parameter Method
A MIMO system can be expressed as [88]
 v T   ZT
 v    H oc
 R 

0   iT 
Z R   i R 

(D.1)

where ZT , iT , and vT are impedance matrix, current and voltage vectors at the transmitter,
respectively; and Z R , i R and v R are impedance matrix, current and voltage vectors at the
receiver, respectively; 0 is zero matrix with proper dimensions, H oc is channel matrix
corresponding to open-circuited antennas at both MIMO sides. Note that for notation
simplicity and without loss of generality, the additive noises is omitted for the time being,
while the noises can be easily included using similar SNR concept as the one used in Section
3.2.1. The following derivation follows the main line of [83] (some typos therein are
corrected). Based on simple circuit theory, the transmit and receive voltage vectors can be
expressed respectively as
vT  ZT (ZT  Z s ) 1 v s
v R  Z L i R

(D.2)

where v s is source voltage vector, Zs and ZL are source and load impedance matrices,
respectively. For coupled impedance matching, both Zs and ZL are full matrices, whereas for
uncoupled impedance matching, Zs and ZL are diagonal matrices. vR is related to vT as
v R  Z L (Z L  Z R ) 1 H oc (ZT  Z s ) 1 v s .

(D.3)

The factor Z L (Z L  Z R ) 1 H oc (ZT  Z s ) 1 is voltage transfer function. To relate the Zparameter model (D.3) to the information-theoretic input-output relation, y  H eff x , the
voltage transfer function has to be properly normalized such that the received power satisfies
H
E{tr[Re(Z L i R i HR )]}  E[tr (yy H )]  E[tr (H eff K x H eff
)]

(D.4)

where K x  I Nt PT / Nt is covariance matrix of transmit signals. The total radiated power is
PT  E{tr[Re(ZT iT iTH )]} . Using simple algebra, and denoting RL=Re{ZL} and RT=Re{ZT},
the effective channel can be written as
1
oc 1/2
H eff  N t R1/2
.
L (Z L  Z R ) H RT

(D.5)

Accordingly, the effective channel should be normalized to the average channel gain of a
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SISO system with antennas at both side conjugate matched, i.e. z L  z R and zs  zT where
superscript * is conjugate operator, zT and zR are antenna transmit and receive impedance
respectively, and zL and zs are load and source impedances at transmit and receive sides,
respectively. It is easy to derive the effective SISO channel, i.e. heff, as
heff 

Nt h
rR rT 2

where rT = Re{zT}, rR = Re{zR} and E[| h |2 ]  1 . Dividing Heff with

(D.6)

E[| heff |2 ] , the

normalized MIMO channel that includes overall antenna effect is
1
oc 1/ 2
H  2 rR rT R1/2
L (Z L  Z R ) H RT

(D.7)

,1/2
oc
where H oc  Φ oc
H wΦToc ,1/2 , with Φoc
R
R and Φ R denoting the open-circuit correlation matrix.
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